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The Associate Committee on Soil and Snow Mechanics is
one of about thirty special committees which assist the
National Research Council in its work. Formed in 1945
to deal with an urgent wartime problem involving soil and
snow, the Committee is now performing its intended task of
co-ordinating Canadian research studies concerned with the
physical and mechanical properties of the terrain of the
Dominion. It does this through subcommittees on Snow and
Ice, Soil Mechanics, Muskeg, and Permafrost. The Coa
mittee, which consists of' about fifteen Canadians ap
pointed as individuals and not as representatives, each
for a 3-year term, has funds available to it for making
research grants for work in its fields of interest. In
quiries will be welcomed and should be addressed to: The
Secretary, Associate Committee on Soil and Snow Mechanics,
c/o The Division of Building Research, National Research
Council, Ottawa, Canada.
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE FIFTH ANNUAL CANADIAN
. SOIL MECHANICS CONFERENCE

Foreword

This is the record or a Conference of
m\Jst or the active Canadian workers in the rield .
of soil mechanics, held in the Seminar Room of
the Montreal Road Laboratories or the National
Research Councilor Canada, in Ottawa on January 10
and II, 1952, under the auspices of the Associate
Committee on Soil and Snow Mechanicso About 70
persons were present rrom various parts or Canada
to take part in general discussions relating to
problems in soil me chanics and to hear talks on
allied sUbjectso A list or those attending is
included as Appendix A or these Proceedings.

As proposed at the start or the Conference,
the rirst day was devoted to the presentation of
papers and reports while the second day was reserved
for discussion on problems of general interest and
business matters or the Conrerenoeo The material
contained in Section 2 to Section 7 was presented
on January 10 and the remainder on January 110
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ｓｾ､ｓｉｏｎ OF JANUARY 10. 1952

Section 1

Introductory Remarks

by

R. Fo Legget

Mr. Legget served as Chairman to open the meeting. He
welcomed the delegates to the Fifth Annual Canadian Soil Mechanics
Conference and outlined the character and procedure of these
meetings.

He ment10ned that the conferences were sponsored by the
Associate Committee on Soil and Snow Mechanics of the National
Research Council, to encourage ､ Ｑ ｓ ｾ ｵ ｳ ｳ ｩ ｯ ｮ and exchange of ideas in
t he f1eld of soil mechanics and foundation engineering.

Although this was the fourth such meeting hei.d in Ottawa,
he hoped that future gathemng s might be held elsewhere according
to the wishes of the delegates. He looked forward to the next
meeting which might take place 1n Ottawa since in all likelihood
it would be possible to have this meeting in the new building for
the Division of Building Research, at present under construction.
He said that since these meetings were primarily intended to be
technical and time was limited, he would open the meeting oy
calling on Mr. Schriever to present the first prepared talk'.
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Section 2

Toronto Subway Research

by

W. Ro Schrie ver

Mr. Schriever's talk was divided into three sections:
first, the necessity for and layout of the subway; second,
construction procedure; and third, research on the construction
project.

Necessity ar,d Layout

Toronto is situated on the north shore of Lake Ontario
with its business section near the lake. Owing to its location
the City extend;'; north, east and west to a greater extent than a
city of comp ar-a-Te size not restricted in this way. The traffic
flow is mainly L. two directions, parallel and at right angles to
the shore of theJ-ake. The gre atest need for a subway is in the
direction ;:.f gr-es: est traffic flow combined with greatest
congee t Lon, i. e. a' right angle s to the lake and therefore, of the
two subways planned at the present time, the one in this direction
along Yonge Street 1s being built first. It can be divided into
three main sections corresponding to land values, of which the
first in the business part of the City is built directly under
Yonge ｾｴｲ･･ｴＬ the second on a private right-of-way oft Yonge ｾｴＮ

but underground, and the third in open cuts with city streets
｣ ｲ ｯ ｳ ｳ ｩ ｮ ｾ the subway on bridges.

Construction Procedure

The question has often been asked Why the subway was not
tunnelled without disr pting street traffic in the business district
of the city. In order to facilitate the transfer of passengers
from the surface transp rtation system to the subway and vice versa,
it is desirable to construct a subway as shallow as possible and
therefore tunnelling is impracticable. The construction method in
which a subway .s built from the surface in a deep cut covered by
a temporary street deck is known as the cut-and-cover method, and
this was used in Toronto. It consists of driving steel H-piles
into the ground along both sides of the street at 6- to 8-foot
intervals. These so-called soldier piles which are driven below
subgrade level serve to support the sides ot the excavation as well
as the vertical 10ads of the traffic and the temporary street deck.
The street is then excavated between the rows of piles to a depth
of approximately 10 teet and a temporary deck consisting of a
combination of steel and ｴ ｾ ｾ ｢ ･ ｲ beams is placed over the excavation.
Normal street traffic is esumed and further excavation as well as
the construction of the actual subway structure is carried outi
underneath. Later the space above the reinforced concrete structure
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is backfilled with sand, the street deck removed, and pavement laid.

Apart from a small area in the business section, where
bedrock is encountered at depths from 20 to 40 feet, the subway is
founded in soils of various types. Glacial tills and interglacial
sands and silts are predominant.

Research on the Construction Proj!£!

As the construction of the subway is providing an unusual
opportunity to investigate soil and foundation conditions along a
continuous section through the City of Toronto and to study some
related design and construction problems, it was decided to use this
project as an "outdoor laboratory" for such investigations. The
Division of Building Research of the National Research Council
therefore approached the Toronto Transportation Commission and a
cx-oper-at Ive research project was arranged. (The speaker expressed
ｨ ｩ ｾ appreciation for the assistance given by the Toronto Transpor
tation Commission in conducting 'chis re ee ar-ch , )

The main research investigations are as follows:

(,) Investigation of soL. ccnd i t.Lona and recording of the
complete soil profile along the subway'

(2) Measurement of stresses in deck beams and other
temporary steel structures;

(3) Investigation of vibrations resulting from construction
opera tions;

1'4} Me asurement of soil te1;'T,eratures.

In addition, several obher- smaller lnvestigations were
carried out and assistance given to the Toronto Transportation
Cornmisslon in some special construction problemD.

The soil profile is bein; taken by recording soil sections
at Ｕ Ｐ Ｌ ｾ ｦ ｯ ｑ ｴ intervals, both fr::m an engineering and a geological
ｰ ｣ ＼ ｩ ｮ ｾ Ｚ of view. The geo Lo gf.cal, work is done in co-operation with a
｣ｯｲｮｭｩｴｴｾ･ formed of geologist interested in the Pleistocene geology
of the area from the Univers:Lty and several ｧ Ｌ ｾ ｶ ･ ｲ ｮ ｭ ･ ｮ ｴ departments.
The soils are described in detail and the inf2rmation summarized on
dra>,iings (of which an example was shown by thB speaker). It is
hoped that this record will form a start on the ccllection of local
soil records in Torontoo The soil ,:'rfile corroborated the infor-
-atton obtained from borings car-ri e d out before c::nstruction
tarted.

Dur"ng this work D soil sa"'ples were t akrn a' f:'equent
ｾ ｮ ｴ ･ ｲ ｶ ｡ ｬ ｳ and tested t the soils laboratory of the T:ronto Transpor
tation 'ommission for water:ontent, grain size distribution,
unc cnf'Lne d compressive s t reng th, Atterberg limits, and other proper
ties in special cases.
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Many interesting soil problems were encountered during
construction. Among these were the underpinning of buildings
along both sides of the subway, the deflection of some of the
soldier piles by large boulders contained in the till, the
dewatering of part of the excavation by wellpoints and the
backfilling of the space between the sUbway and the street surface.

The speaker illustrated some of the work by showing a
number of slides.

Reports on various phases of the research work are in
preparation.

Discussion

In reply to a question regarding the procedure followed
when backfilling with sand around the completed subway structure,
Mr. ｾ｣ｨｲｩ･ｶ･ｲ said that during construction operations it was
desirable that the deck should be left in operation as long as
possible. Water was therefore used to compact the sand as it was
not possible to use heavy equipment in the restricted space under
the decko The drains of the subway handled most of the excess
water.

Mro Knight aske d if the volume of timber in the deck
were known 0 Mr. Schriever said he did not know the exact figure
but mentioned that the 12- by 12-inch timbers had been shipped via
the Panama Canal. The Chairman said he thought that it would be
about Ｓ ｾ ｏ ｏ ｏ Ｌ ｏ ｏ ｏ board feet.

Mr. Hall asked if vibrations due to pile driving close
to existing buildings were recorded and if any relationship
between factors had been .::. stablished. Mr. Schriever said that a
Leet portable seismograph had been used to record vibrations g

caused both by pile driving and streetcar traffic. These records
had been taken so that a comparison could be ma,e\e; the results were
not yet analysed. In the measureme.nts emphasis was placed on a
determination of the rate of decrease of ｶ ｩ ｢ ｲ ｡ ｴ Ｍ ｾ ｯ ｮ with distance
and depth.

The Chairman mentioned that the reports on Mr. Schriever's
work would be somewhat delayed as the work was being done ｦ ｾ Ｌ ｲ the
Toronto Transportation Commiss on. He said tha there was a scarcity
of literature available on vibrations due to pi:e driving but one
Belgian paper had been discovered, ｯ ｵ ｴ ｬ ｩ ｮ ｩ ｾ ｧ such work on a tunnel
under a river.

Mr. Coates asked about the order of m"gnitude of the
impact factor on the deck beams. Mro :::>chriever said that at one
intersection the impact factor was around 30 per cent for one
vehicle (streetcar), but far less for a combination of veh cleso
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Mro Davis noted that further from the downtown area in
Toronto the water table was highero He asked if this had caused
any damage or if the buildings had been underpinned previous to
operations. In reply to this, Mro Schriever said that the water
table was not so much higher as more noticeable because the soil
was more permeableo He said that settlement due to a lowering of
the groundwater table in sandy soils was slight and did not cause
any damage. He mentioned that most of the buildings along the
subway had been underpinned.
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Section 3

Recent Soil Mechanics Studies of the ｐ ｾ ｆ ｾ ｒ Ｎ ａ Ｎ

by

ｒ ｾ Peterson

Mr. Peterson said that as the proceedings of earlier
conferences contained an outline of the activities and the equipment
of the PoF.R.Ao Soil Mechanics Division, his report to this meeting
would only include an outline of some recent studies that might be
of int erest.

Proposed South ｾ ｡ ｳ ｫ ｡ ｴ ｾ ｨ ･ ｷ ｡ ｮ River Dam

The dam ?s proposed is an e aztih fill 210 feet high and
containing appr0ximately 35,000,000 cubic yards of fill. The valley
at river level is approximately 2000 ｦ ･ ｾ ｴ wide and the foundation
consists of sand varyine; from a few fee' an depth near the edges of
the valley to nearly 100 feet in depth at the centre. This sand in
the valley bottom and the thin overburden on the abutments is
underla:.n by soft Bearpaw shale. The r-L: er sand and the shale are,
t.her-ef'oz-e jl the t-;.,ro rna 'or materials to be considered where the dam
foundation is ｣ ｯ ｮ ｣ ･ ｲ ｮ ･ ､ ｾ

I. Bearpaw 3hale

The Bearpaw shale is of marine origin and is described as
a clay shale II al th'-u h many engineers woul d be more incline d to
regard it as a stift overconsolidated clay. It has been subjected
to pressure of the ｷ ｾ ｩ ｧ ｨ ｴ of several thousand feet of sediment and
ice in earlier timeso The water content varies from 35 per cent
at the surface where it has softened, to a., out 20 per cent in the
firm unweathered material. The correspond ng range of wet density
is 110 to 130 lb. per cubic foot. The Atterberg limits based on
air drying are liquid limit of 110 and plastic limit of 20. The
shale contains joints and slickensides.

Preliminary studies of this clay sha e have revealed many
unusual prcperties and special tests have had '0 be devised to
evaluate these pr-ope r-t te s ,

(a) Liquid ｌ ｩ ｾ ｩ ｴ Research

It soon became evident that the liquid limit test was very
sensitive to the test procedure. In tests conducted at Harvard
University it was found that oven drying reduced the value of the
liquid limit. On one sample the liquid limit varied as follows
depending on the method: air dried, 160; natural water content,
130, and oven drying, 100. This information, coupled with the fact
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that routine tests indicated varia .. ions, led to a research program
to determine the most practical procedure to be followed. In ｴ ｨ ｾ ｳ

program the following variables have been studied while holding
other variables constant: different operators, different machines,
length of time of ｳ ｯ ｡ ｫ ｩ ｮ ｧ ｾ ratio of amount of soaking water to
weight of soil sed, and size of particles before soaking. As a
result of this study the tentative procedure is to air dry all shale
to a moisture content of 4 to 6 per cent whereupon it is ground,
passed through a No. 40 sieve, and soaked for a period of 24 hours.
Several of the tests indicated that the variations were due to
incomplete soaking of the individual particles. It is therefore
proposed to extend the soaking period and to standardize the grinding
procedure in an attempt to obtain more consistent results.

In conjunction with this program the swell test which is
being used by the Bureau of Reclamation was studied. A fairly good
correlation was obtained between the results of the swell test and
the liquid limit but it was felt that the swell test required almost
as much time and care as the liquid limit test. It was therefore
decided to continue using the limit test.

(b) Consolidation Tests

Consolidation and swelling tests which have been carried
out to determine the characteristics of the shale indicated very
high swelling pressures. It was also evident from these that the
secondary time effect was very great in comparison with the primary.
In view of this, special long time consolidation tests are being
carried out. In one test a 4-inch diameter sample, 1 inch thick,
was subjected to overburden pressure for a period of several weeks
and then subjected to a stress approximately equal to the weight
of the dam. It is proposed to leave this stress on the sample for
a period of at Le ast one year. A second sample of the same size has
been set up and load ｩ ｮ ｾ ｲ ･ ｭ ･ ｮ ｴ ｳ are being added at intervals of two
weeks.

( c) She ar Tes t s

The shear strength of the shale, based on laboratory ｴ ･ ｳ ｴ ｳ ｾ

appears to be considerably greater than the shear strength computed
from actual slides although the assumptions as to the depth of the
sliding surfaces may be in error. The shale tends to soften at the
surface and the presence f several zones of consistency has been
･ ｳ ｴ ｡ ｢ ｬ ｩ ｳ ｨ ･ ､ ｾ that ｩ ｳ ｾ ｳ ｯ ｦ ｴ ｾ medium and hard from the surface
downward. If the sliding planes occur mainly through the sdft
surface shales, a better correlation exists between laboratory
strengths and strengths indicated by stability studies. Laboratory
tests also give reduced strengths with increased time of loading
Wlen the samples are held at c nstant water content.

(d) Slide s

In view of the doubtful va ue of laboratory shear tests in
assessing stability prob ems, it has been decided to study na ural
slopes and particularly those where movement has occurred. Based on
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experience to date, a study or aerial photographs is by rar the best
method of locating the boundaries or active slide areas. In addition,
!t is ne ce s aar-y to locate the slide surface and to study the material
both above and below the slide surface. This has been done by means
of bore holes, deep test pits and a test drift. Surprising as it may
seem it is orten extremely dirficult to locate the surface of movement,
particularly in material such as this which is jointed and slickensided.
A careful study of water content profiles with determinations at inter
vals or 3 to 6 inches appears to be useful in locating slide surface.
In an area where no sliding has occurred, the water content generally
decreases unirormly with depth below the weathered zone. Where
sliding has occurred there generally is a very abrupt reduction in
the water content prorile below the sliding surface. This would seem
to lndicate that the material immediately above the slide surface has
been reworked with the result that ｴ ｨ ｾ Ｇ w ter content has increased.
In addition to the water content ｰ ｲ ｯ ｦ ｾ ｬ ･ the consistency index has
also been found to be very useful.

(e) Deep Test Pits

Test pits up to 160 feet deep ta7e been utilized in
connection with studies of the shale for purposes of examining the
material in place and obtaining large uniisturbed samples for testing.
It baa been found that safety precautions are extremely important
when working to this great depth.

The first experience with large ､ ｩ ｡ ｾ ･ ｴ ･ ｲ holes in the
Bearpaw shale inv lved dri ling two 32-inch diameter holes with a
well-boring machine 0 These holes were put dOwn to depths of approxi=
ｾ ｡ ｴ ･ ｬ ｹ 100 feet and were cribbed only throuqh the overburden, because
it w s extremely difficult to carry the cribbing through the shale
andt the same time withdraw the auger bucket. Jhis worked very
well at first but drying soon occurred in the upper layers of the
shale and chunks began to fall from the wall::. ﾷｾｦ the bore hole 0 On
the advice of the consulting geo Logds t , these two holes were closed
up and declared unsafeo The geologist also recommended that for
any fu ure borings the PoF.R.A" work closely ",;1th the frovincial
Mines ｄ ･ ｰ ｡ ｲ ｴ ｾ ｮ ｴ Ｎ The Mines Branch has been most co=operative in
working with the PoF.R.AG to develop a safe and practical method for
excsvatton of deep test pits 0

The present method is to use wooden cribbing through the
overburden. This cribbing generally consists of Ｓ Ｍ ｩ ｮ ｣ ｾ Ｚ material
and the outside dimensions are either 3 by 5 feet or 4 by 4 feet.
ｾ ｴ ｡ ｲ ｴ ｩ ｮ ｧ at the surface of the shale, 48-inch diamBter l4-gauge
liner plate is used. Each liner plate ring ｣ ｯ ｮ ｳ ｩ ｾ ｴ ｳ of four ｳ ･ ｧ ｭ ･ ｾ ｴ ｳ Ｌ

the width of each ring being 18 Lnche; , Alternately with the liner
ｰ ｬ ｾ ｴ ･ rings, 18-inch spacer bars b cked with wire ｭ ･ ｾ ｨ are used.
This makes it possible to examine the material through the wire mesh
and where further samples are required" the mesh can \·e cut away and
samples obtained. Both the wooden crib portion and t':e liner pla',;e
portion of the pit are divided into two sections by vertical
planking. One section is used as a hoisting compartment and the
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other section is used for access ladders. One very important
requirement of the Mines Department was to limit the length of ladder
to about 8 feet g successive ladders to be separated by landings, thus
making it impossible for a person to fall more than the distance
between landings.

It has been found desirable to erect shacks approximately
10 by 12 feet over all pits for protection against the elements. At
each pit head a lighting plant and hoisting equipment are utilized.
The lighting plant serves also to supply power for an electric fan
which provides ventilation to the bottom of the pit. Lighting and
hoisting units are both gasoline driven and, in compliance with
regulations g are set approximately 50 feet from the pit head to
avoid the possibility of monoxide gas entering the shaft.

This method of exploration has proved to be extremely
satisfactory and while the cost is admittedly high, it provides an
excellent opportunity to examine the material in place. The only
difficulty encountered to date has been where seepage water occurs
on the contact or in the weathered zone of the shale" Attempts are
being made to develop a satisfactory seal. All excavation to date
has been by hand methods although air tools would increase the
excavation rate.

(f) Pressure Test Section

The ｐｲｯｾ･･､ｩｮｧｳ of the 1950 Soil Mechanics Conference,
Technical Memorandum No. 19, contain a brief description of the test
drift in the shale Rt this damsite and mention is made of ｾ pressure
section to measure the vertical and horizontal force exerted on a
continuous lining by the shale. The details of the pressure test
section an d the test drift are contained in P.F.R.A. ｲ ｾ ｾ ｰ ｯ ｲ ｴ entitled
"Geological Test Drift g Damsite No. 10 11 De cember-, 1951. The following
covers a brief description of the pressure test section along with
the readings which have been recorded to date.

The pressure test section is located at the end of the
drift and consists of a 20-ioot length lined with pracast concrete
slabs. The slabs are 2 feet widell 8 inches thick and approximately
6 feet long. The horizontal and vertical slabs are staggered so
that the joint be twec n two horizontal slabs falls at the centre of
a vertical slab. Each pair of opposite slabs are held in place by
pipe struts provided with a screw jack. A pair of horizontal struts
are used to hold two oppos Lt e vertical slabs and a pair of vertical
struts to hold two o:::posite horizontal slabs. The excavation and
the placing of the slabs was carried on continuously and it was
ｴ ｨ ･ ｲ ･ ｦ ｯ ｾ ･ possible to make the entire installation in a period of
10 days. Dry packed grout was used to backfill the irregular space
between the back of the slabs and the mined surface of the shale.
When the installation was completed a predetermined pressure was
applied through the screw jacks onto the slabs o Initially a load
approximately equal to 130 per cent of the overburden stress
(overburden above drift, 64 feet) was applied to both the horizontal
and vertical slabs. The screw jacks were left unchanged and load
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readings taken pBriodicallyo The load tended to drop off on both
the verti:::'l and hcr-r aont el slabs for a period of about three months
and then began to increase very slightlyo The present load on the
vertical struts is approximately equal to overburden and -the present
load on, the horizontal struts is approximately equal to the initial
applied loado It would therefore appear as was originally ｳ ｵ ｳ ｰ ･ ｣ ｴ ･ ､ ｾ

that the horizontal atress in this heavily pre consolidated shale is
greater than the vertical and that such a stress distribution might
be expected upon a tunnel lining.

The load in each strut is determined by means of strain
measurements utilizing a 20-inch Berry strain gauge. Initially all
40 struts were calibrated in the laboratory and stress-strain curves
determinedo ｈ ｯ ｷ ･ ｶ ･ ｲ ｾ during the course of the readings it has
become evident that there are some 'errors in this system» believed
at present to be less than 10 per cento In the near futurel) howeve rl)
it is proposed t o r-e chec k the calibration of each strut by t empor-a
rily reducing the load to zero. It will then be possible to appraise
the accuracy of the me rhod being used.

2. Hi ver Sand

Preliminary sampling indica"ed that the river sand was
fine to medium grained with a DIO of 0012 mm.g a D60 of 0030 mmo
and a coefficient of uniformity of 2.5. The majorIty of these
disturbed samples were recovered by means of a bailer and it way
felt that the .gr-sf,n size d.':..stribution was reasonably accurate 9 based
on a few tube samples taken as a checko However, no information on
stratification or density was obtiafneJ,

(a) Cone Bearing Tests

In order to obtain some information on the relative density
of the sand in pLace , a bearing cone (described in "Soil Mechanics in
Engineering Practice" by Terzaghi and Peck, Figure l2lcl) Page 216
was used. This cone was calibrated in the laboratory and also in a
sand deposit above the water r ab.Le in the fieldo The purpose of
the calibration was to obtain an approximate relation be tween 1:'e sis
tance to penetration and de ns ttry of the sand. Following t.hrs , tests
were carried out in the river sand w::1ch indica:.:ed that the aand o-as
at a density near the boundary between the Lee a- and medium dense
states 0

(b) Undisturbed Sand Samples

Undistur'::ed samples ,cf the sand were desired to determine
the density and observe stratificationo Howeve, it was recognized
that this would be extremely difficult because the material is be ow
the ｷ ｡ ｾ ･ ｲ table. ｾ ｯ ｭ ･ thought was ｾｩｶ･ｮ to using the frozen plug
method which had been develop·d by the Providence District of the
U.S. Corps of Engineers. HOWBver p this was never carried out because
the method is extremely slow ｾ ｰ ､ costly.
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The U.S. Waterways Experiment Station has re:ently deve·'
loped another mer.hod for recovering undisturbed ,,:and samples below
.he water table. Thls is described in Bulletin No. 35 of the
Station entitled "Unrf.s t.ur-be d Sand Samples Below the -..Jater Table".
It involves drilling a 5-1nch diameter hole using rotary equipment
and a heavy drilling mud to prevent caving of the hole. Great care
is also taken to use slew rotational speeds and avoid loosening or
d Lscur-b Lng the material by strong jets of water. The actual samples
are recovered using a 3-inch Shelby tube sampler fitted with the
standard piston and it is the general practice to recover practical=
ly continuous core samples. It has been found that the drilling mud
penetrates only a very short distance into the sand. Where it is
desired t, obtain the density of the sand in p i ace , the sample
tubes ll which are originally about 36 inches longll are stored in a
horizontal position and cut into 3-inch lengths and the sand density
in each length determined. Where it is desirable to study stratifi
cation the s-mp I.e tubes are stored in a vertical position and cut
longitudinally so that the stratification can be st.died in detail.
It was found that a metal band saw was the most sat ...sfactory for
cutting the tubes. The P.F.R,A. organization has now acquired this
method and one hole has already been driven and the ,!amples are now
in the process of being examined. While the method ..s quite slow
it appears to be entirely satisfac';ory.

Cc) Pumping Tests

The permeability of the river sand is ｩ ｭ ｰ ｯ ｲ ｴ ｡ ｮ ｾ Ｇ in deter=
mining the type of seepage control to be used with the dam. A
number of pumping tests have therefore been carried out, The
earlier tests involv/d use of an ordinary weI" point witl> 80-tllesh
screen placed a a depth of 4 or 5 feet with eight obae r-vab Lon
wells placed on two lines at right angles. Following this ll a
slightly more ·;'lr borate test was conduc t e c with a centra} well 3
inches in diameter extending to a dpth of about 20 fe:,1:;:o More
recentlY an 8=inch weL.. extending to a de:th of 50 feet ,,;ith 22
observation wells has been used. The average k for all types of
tests was 0014 foot per minute with no indications of variations
with dep t h.

( d) St" '.' Sheet Pili'S Tests

In the d, sign studies of the proposed dam, methods of
seepage control he,: were considered included steel sheet piling ll

an upstream blanket and 8. positive trench=type cutofi' tl;J shale.
The studies revealed that the positive trench type cutoi'f WaS
very costly II diffic:,jl t to construct and probably unne ce s sar-y, The
choice D therefore ll had to be made between steel sheet piling and
an upstream blanket or both.

In order ｴ ｾ Ｉ obtain mere information on the effe: tiveness
of steel sheet piling in controlling seepage II a series :::1' tests
were conducted using ｶ ｡ ｲ ｩ ｯ ｾ ｳ sections of sheet piling and typical
river sand. The flow of water ｴ ｾ ｲ ｯ ｵ ｧ ｨ the sheet piling interlocks
was measured along with the corresponding drop in pre s s: re: for
various rates of fIow. From ':hese test results the r-edur.td on in
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flow due to the sheet pile wall has been pr-edd cbe d , The details of
these tests are contained in a P.F"R"A" report entitled "Steel
Sheet Piling Studies" Decembe n, 1951. On the basis or the studies
it was concluded that unless rusting ll ｣ｯｲｲｯｳｩｯｮｾ｡ｮ､ air locking
occurred in the piling beneath the damll that a relatively short
length or blanket was as efrective and much more economical than
steel sheet piling. The base of the dam as now proposed is approxi
mately 2600 reet wide with a rilter drain extending into the rill
about 1000 feet rrom the downstream toe" If steel sheet piling
were used it would be placed at about the upstream quarter point.
Studies were made to determine the length or blanket which would be
equivalent to steel sheet piling placed at this point.

It should be mentioned that several types of arch piling
were studied but all behaved in the same general manner from the
standpoint or seepage. There was!> however» considerable variation
depending upon whether the joints were loose cr tight. Based on a
coefricient or permeability of river sand of 0.14 foot per minute
and a head of 190 f'e e t , it was estimated that the seepage be ne abl.
the dam with no piling or n: blanket would be 31 cubic fee,. per
second. Using the. same assumptions mentioned above and sneet piling
with the interlocks loose but filled with sands the seepage wad
calculated to be 30 cubic feet per second. An upstream blanket 33
feet long would cause a similar reduction in rlow. Using the assump=
tions mentioned above and the interlocks tight and filled with sand g

it was calculated that the seepage would be reduced to 28 cubic
feet per second , A blanket having a length or about 145 feet would
cause a similar reduction. It is quite obvrous , t he r-ero r-e, that
unless the sheet piling corrodes or air locks ll that it is relatively
ineffective.

The present proposal is to use a blanket about 1200 feet
in length!> which according to calculations will reduce the seepage
to the order of 18 cubic reet per second. It:.s felt that natural
silting in the reservoir will p within a very short space of time g

reduce the seepage to a small fraction of the flow experienced when
the dam is initia:ly ｣ ｾ ｮ ｳ ｴ ｲ ｵ ｣ ｴ ･ ､ Ｎ It is also proposed to use
drainage wells to provide relief at the downstream toe of the dam.

St. Mary Dam

The sto f\'lary Dam has now been completed and during the
past year the reservoir has been almost full for a short period.
Some seepage has ｯ ｾ ｣ ｵ ｲ ｲ ･ ､ through bedrock in the abutments and a
grouting program to cut this off is nearly completed.

The test apparatus which was installed in this dam has
provided very interesting data. From the soil mechanics point or
view the impervious central section of the damp which was construc=
ted of glacial clay having a liquid limit of 35 and a plasticity
index of 149 is by far the most interesting. This material was
placed in 6-inch lifts and compacted by 12 passes of a sheepsroot
roller exerting unit ｰ ｲ ･ ｳ ｳ ｵ ｲ ･ ｾ of about 500 pounds per square inch.
A deliberate attempt 'HaS made to compact the m;qterial slightly on
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the dry side of the optimum moisture content for field compaction
and several per cent below the Proctor optimum in order to avoid
the danger of future pore water pressures o Standard Proctor tests
indicated an optimum moisture content of 15 per cent at a dry
density of 114 Ib o per cubic footo The average dry density as
placed was about 110 Ib o per cubic foot at a water content of 12 to
14 per cent o .

The Bureau of Reclamation type settlement gauges have
revealed that the total compression within the impervious section
with a height of 200 feet is now of the order of 8 feet and consoli
dation is still going on at a reduced rateo However, in spite of
this relatively high settlement there has been no indication of
pore pressureD which is attributable to the fact that the water
content during compaction was kept as low as possible without
causing serious reduction in density as placedo It is calculated
that the density in the lower layers of the fill has now increased
to 120 lb o per cubic footo

Travers Dam

An earth fill dam of comparable volume to the St 0 Mary
Dam has been S" arted on the Little Bow Valley about 40 miles north
of Lethbridge 0 This dam is a unit in the Bow River Development
designed to ｾ ｲ ｲ ｩ ｧ ｡ ｴ ･ about 250DOOO acres in the area north and west
of Medicine Hat D Alberta o The dam is 130 feet high and contains
ab ut 4D500DOOO cubic yards of fillo

The fLl materials for this dam are ideally Locased ,
Impervious cl YD pervious sand and gravel p rock riprap and concrete
aggregate all being available within a one -mf L, radius of the dam,
The foundation p however p c nsists of Bearpaw shaleo In view of
the fact that some instability in the shale is evident in one
｡｢ｵｾｭ･ｮｴｄ the fill has been flared out at this abutment and fillets
utilized between the dam and the abutment in ord":'r to completely
srab lize any aor.e s that might tend to become unstable Wi. th ,;"ater
in the reservoiro Extensive test apparatus is being Lns t.a l Le o to
record the behaviour of the structure and to obtdn further
information on the behaviour of the Bearpaw snaleo

Canal and Dugout Lining Program

The Po "'oRcA o is carrying out an e xtenaz.ve experimental
progtt:"m on canal and dugout lining me thods , The First Progress
Report, covering this investigation was pr-epar-e d, Ln March p 19510
Since this Progress Report was pr-epared , experimental installations
of everal other types of lining have been tried o These involved
bentonitic material sluiced into water p prefabricated asphalt
ｭ ｾ ｭ ｴ ｲ ｡ ｮ ･ Ｙ and catalytically blown asphalt sprayed on to a prepared
aggrBgate baseo Based on the studies to date it would appear that
where suitable materials are available locally a compacted clay
lin_ng about 12:nche s thick and covered with abcur 12 inches ot
gran lar ｭ ｡ ｴ ･ ｲ ｩ ｡ ｾ is the most economicalo
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R. Peterson - P.F.R.A.

PROPOSED SOUTH SASK. RIVER DAM
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1. Bearpaw Shale - overconsolidated stirr clay

Water content range - 20% - 35%
Wet density - III - 130 lb. per cu. rt.
Liquid limit - 110, Plastic limit - 20
(a) Atterberg limit research - values arrected by drying
(b) Shear tests - may not rerlect true strength
(c) Consolidation tests - secondary time errect great
(d) Slides - located by air pbotos

- slide surrace rrom water content proriles
(e) Deep test pits - up to 160' - sarety precautions very

important.
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- P.F.R.A. Report April, 1951
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2. River Sand - fine to medium, DIO = .12, D60 = .30, Cu =2.5

( a)

(b)

( 0 )

( d)

61DrtKef-----
- - - - - - ＭＧｲＺＢＢＷＭＭｲｾ

Cone bearing tests indioated loose to medium density
state - see Terzaghi & Peok, Fig. 1210, p. 276.
Undisturbed sand samples - using Vioksburg method
- see "Undisturbed Sand Samples bf'low the Water Table",
Bulletin No. 35, ｕ Ｎ ｓ Ｎ ｗ Ｎ ｅ Ｎ ｓ Ｎ ｾ Vicksburg, Miss.
Pumping Tests - Average K = ｏＮｬｾ ft. per min.
Steel ｾ ｨ ･ ･ ｴ Piling Tests - see 'Steel Sheet Piling
Studies", P.F.R.A. report, Deoember, 1951-

(i) Cross Section of Proposed Dam
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(ii) Flow-Permeability Diagram for above Cross Seotion
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Blanket ler'jth

e'luiva/ttmt to

sheet pi!! tTJ'

(for k= 0·/-1 Ft.
f'er. min. only)

.05 ./0 ./'S .20

Permeahl/itJ -{ R. ver: 5'and - K - ft. per. min.

For K =0.14 ft. per min.:
(A) Q = )1 c.f.s. (no piling, no blanket)
(B) Interlocks loose, sand in interlocks loosely

plaoed, with "k" approx. 0.09 ft. per min.
Q = 30 c.f.s.
Blanket length, equivalent to piling =33 feet

(C) Interlooks hand-ti§ht, ｳ ｡ ｾ ､ in interlocks
hand-tamped, with k" appr-cx, 0.02 ft. per min.
Q = 28 c.f.s.
Blanket length, equivalent to piling =145 feet
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Discussion

Referring to the vertical and horizontal pressures measured
in the test drift for the South Saskatchewan River Dam, Dean Hardy
commented that he thought it would be misleading to quote them as
a percentage of the overburden and thought it should be overburden
pressure plus the swelling pressure.

In reply, Mr. Peterson said that because there was very
little movement of the shale, it was difficult to segregate between
"swelling" and "pressure". The material was not highly swelling but
developed high pressures. The measured yield into openings was very
low and so the material was not considered to be a swelling shale.
The "no yield" pressure wae that which was sought in the test drift.

Dean Hardy asked, assuming that the present pressure is
constant, if Mr. Peterson expected to get an increase of 34 per cent
of the horizontal pressure over the ovez-bur-den pressure at any
depth. Mr. Peterson replied that he thought it would vary to a
minor degree.

Regarding the St. Mary Dam, Dean Hardy said that it was
interesting to note that 8 feet of settlement had been recorded, in
sp f;e of the fact that this was at a smaller pressure than that used
in compaction. He wondered if this was because the load was present
over a long period of time.

Mr. Peterson said that approximately 6 of the 8 feet of
settlement preViously mentioned were rapid settlement due to
compre as Lon of the air voids of the unsaturated soil and took place
during ｣ ｯ ｮ ｳ ｴ ｲ ｵ ｣ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ ｾ the remaining 2 feet of settlement ｷ ｾ ｲ ･ caused
by consolidation owing to air and water escaping from the vr:id.s.
Mr. Peterson said, in reply to Deffil Hardy 5 question, that they were
not considering using lighter rollers.

Mr. Knight asked if sections of the deep test pits had
been checked to see if clay was creeping ｩ Ｇ ｾ Ｌ on the mesh. Mr. Peterson
said that most of the "creeping" was due to spaTling; no bUlging
occurred. Mr. Peterson explained thst the d '.sturbed materLd t:c:','.ame
wet and then moved.

Mr. Coates asked if chemi a:" g r-outLng <W';51S economically
feaslb. e for cr-ear In.; sand cutoffs. MC'. P;,.;te!'sor:. said that the:!
were follOWing pr-oce cur-es used in th:6 U.n.ite3d States on the Missouri
Rive"" where the mate,ial is simila' tor:hat in Saskatchewan and
that the possibility or chemical gr:,ut rng }:'",d not been eugge sbe.t ,

Mr. Ooace s mentioned work .,.': had beeD.jone in the San
Pr-ancLsco are a to make soils ｩ ｭ ｰ ･ ｲ ｭ Ｇ Ｌ ｾ .'Able by chemical means II as
repor-bsd by Mr. C. Ho Lee in the Tr.iJ:lsafjtiona of the American
SocIety of Civil Engineers" Vol. l06 s ｰ｡ｧｾ 57 7 , in 1941.
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Mr. Fairbairn mentioned that timber cutoffs such as
Wakefield piling were used in the Province of Quebec and asked if
this had been considered at the South Saskatchewan site. Mr. Peters n
said that wood piling was not considered since the necessary depths
were too great and many boulders were present.

Mr. Peckover asked about the formation of slickensides in
the Bearpaw shale. Mr. Peterson said there were various opinions
on this. Dr. Terzaghi thought that slickensides were caused by
chemical changes in the shale, whereas Dr. Casagrande WAS inclined
to think that they were caused by internal adjustments when the
overconsolidating load was removed and the brittle shale had a
tendency to pop up.
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ｾ･｣ｴｩｯｮ 4

Deep Sounding Methods for Evaluating the
Bearing Capacity of Foundations on 50il

by

W.. A.. Trow

In recent years considerable attention has been given to
the use of apparatus for measuring the strength of soil in place.
There are good reasons for this attention. It is felt that a more
accurate measure of the soil's capacity is obtained by field tests
because disturbance of the soil is rc duced to a minimum. It can
lower the cost ｾ ｦ major foundation investigations by reducing the
number of expensive borings required. For this reason it should
permit a more thorough foundation investigation to be made.

In recent years several methods have been developed for
estimating the capacity of soil in place. Of these the following
three devices have received the most attention: the rotating vane
or Swedish auger, the Dutch cone penetrometer, and the standard
penetration test.

The rotating vane is a device consisting of four rectan
gular wings mounted at 90-degree intervals about a shaft. In order
to indicate the shearing resistance of the soil it is forced into
the ground to the depth at which measurements are to be made. It
is then twisted slowly until the soil is sheared. Since the
twisting moment on the shaft required to cause this failur Is
equal to the moment supplied by the resistance of the soil along
the failure surface of revolution p the shear strength of the solI
can be calculated.

The vane was originally developed in England toward the
end of the last war to provide means for indicating the capacity
of soils to support tracked vehicles. It was also used by Swedish
engineers for evaluating the capacity of foundations.

The cone penetrometer is essentially a small footing
that is forced into the ground until the resistance of the so 1 is
overcome. It consists of a 60-degree cone approximately Ii inches
in diameter at the base. It is connected by a thin steel shaft to
an oil 'ylinder fitted with a gauge calibrated in soil bearing
pressure units. The load transmitted through the cylinder to the
cone is weasured on the gauge. Soil friction on the steel shaft
is preveted by placing it inside a steel casing. This apparatus
is widely used in the low countries of Europe to locate strata of
suitable-earing for supporting piles.

The standard penetration test is an empirical method for
evaluating the capacity of foundations on sand. The c ap ac I ty of
the sand is measured by driving a split-tube sampler, 30 inches
long and 2 inches in outside diameter, 12 inches into the soil under
the blow. of a l40-pound hammer freely fIling a height of 30 inches.
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Initial calibrations of this test with field loading tests permitted
a chart of hammer blows versus safe bearing values for granular soils
to be developedo The test is not recommended for use in sensitive
clays soils but there is reason to believe it may be a useful test
in some of the leaner clays and glacial till soilso

The Ontario Hydro=Electric Power Commission was particu=
larly interested in deep sounding equipment because of the large
number of foundation investigations required during recent expansion
activitieso It was hoped that the equipment could be used to
evaluate foundation conditions for transmission tower footingso As
a ｲｵｬ･ｾ work schedules for tower line construction do not permit
thorough foundation analyses to be madeo Occas10nally this ignorance
of soil conditions results in costly delayso It was felt that a
solution to the problem might be supplied by vane or cone testso

With this in mind a program was initiated to study the
accuracy and limitations of the vane and the cone 0 Several field
measurements were made with these devices and the results compared
with the laboratory unconfined compression testo The cone penetro
meter used was the relatively flimsy model shown in Figo lQ Experi=
ence with it was to govern the decision regarding purchase of a more
rugged modelo A limited number of tests in clay soil were made with
this device and after each test an undisturbed sample of soil was
obtainedo Each sample was subjected to the unconfined compression
t e a t , following which the ultimate bearing cap::city of the soil was
calculated using ｔ ･ ｲ ｺ ｡ ｧ ｨ ｩ ｾ ｳ formulao A comparison between the two
methods for measuring soil capacity is shown in Figo 30 It will be
observed that most of the points lie above the theoretical capacity
indicated by soil mechanics theoryo This is not considered a fault
because theoretical formulae have often been suspected of under=
estimating soil capacityo Although there is some scattering of
individual points on the chart it is by no means extreme when one
considers the factors that an influence measurements of soil ｰ ｲ ｯ ｰ ･ ｲ ｾ

tieso Unfortunately the apparatus purchased was not robust enough
for the soils encountered and plans are under way to obtain a
sturdier rigc This comparison was made ror clay soils onlyo A
sturdier rig will permit tests to be made on granular soilso

Enthusiasm for subsoil measuring devices centred around
the vane apparatus 0 This interest prompted the incorporation of
sever 1 modifications in the machineD some of which are of questionable
merit The principle of operation is illustrated in Figo 20 Stress
is applied to the soil by rotating a 4=bladed vane 2 3/8 inches in
diameter and 10 inches longo The rate of rotation must be very slow
t avoid generating a temporarily hi h solI ｲ ･ ｾ ｩ ｳ ｴ ｡ ｮ ｣ ･ ｯ In passingp
it is understood that a height=diameter ratio of 2 is preferred for
a vane 0 The vane is connected by means of standard drill r-ods to a
calibrated flat spring equipped with handleso Torque applied through
the spring to the vane caus s the rider on each scale to move and
indicate loado Each scale has been calibrated to indicate shearing
resistance of the soil directlyo This was done on the basis of the
formulag



S = M (max)

ｾ ｮ Ｒ ｈ + un3
(26)

21 ..,

pounds per square foot

where M (max) =Maximum turning moment .ppled to van: in f ..::,ot pounds
D = diameter of vane in teet g

H =height of vane in feeto

The calibration assume s that the re ist:ng ｦ Ｈ ｾ ｲ ｣ ･ of the
soil acts along the s trface of revolution of he vane at. a mome.rt arm
o n/2 from the centre of the shaft 0 Subsequent tests Ｚ ｡ ｶ ｾ cast
doubt on this suppositiono As in the ｣ ｡ ｾ ･ of the Dutch cone p soil
friction on the shaft is avoided by placing the drill rOi's inside
a 3..,1nch casingo

Figure 4 shows a comparison of the shearing resistance
of everal soils determined by the vane and by the unconfined
c mpression testo Most of the tests were made r.t a depth of 3 ｾ･･ｴ

below the surface 0 ThL= was done to avoid any :ossible Lnf Luerice
of depth on the soil strengtho Experience with ormally loaded
clays suggests that their strengt- should increase with depbh ,
Although the vane measures this increase g the Ibor... tory test
frequently does not ｲ ･ ｧ ｩ ｾ ｴ ･ ｲ ito

If both tests supplied accurate measurements of the shear
strength of the soil all points snout : lie along the Ｔ ｓ ｾ ､ ･ ｧ ｲ ･ ･ line
shown 0 Since the laboratory test is f':"equently suspected of underesti=
mating the strength of soi).s one might expect the average,f the points
to lie somewhat above the 4S..,degree line 0 This co··dition d,-:es exist
but the extreme scattering of the data 10es not permit a relationship
between the two tests to be e stabl :":.shedo

There are possibly two explanations for this poor agreement 0

One is that the samples for the unconfined compres:::ion test were so
disturbed that they g reatl: underestimated the strength of the soil.
Some disturbance during sampling is inevitable bu : it is unlikely
to influence the results to this degree 0 The Commi:osion is aware
of the conditions that can produce poor samples an . reasonable care
is exercised to avoid themo The second explanation seems to be more
reasonable. This 1s that the centre of the ｲ ･ ｳ ｩ ｳ ｾ ｩ ｮ ｧ forces in the
soil is not located along the surface of revolution of the vane but
at some other position· far her out from the centre of the shaft 0

If this is SOg a given resisting moment to the rotat;on of the vane
can be generated by a smaller shearjng resistance in the soLt, In
other words a long8r lever arm :s availa0le to the resisting forceso

Values lor the shear,trengths were supplied .from the
unconfined compression test on samples taken 4 feet below the surfac8 0

This method of calibration is n: t very ｳ ｾ Ｉ ｴ ｩ ｳ ｦ ｡ ｯ ｴ ｯ ｲ ｹ it the soil
properties are different at gre ter depthso
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Figure 5 shows a conception of soil failure around a vane
which might offer a method of interpreting the results of the vane
testo This method assumes that the soil fails along logarithmic
spirals having the equation

r = roe e tan (J

Where r is the radius from the centre of the spiral to any
point on the curve;

r o is the radius from the centre of the spiral to the
tip of' the vane;

e is the angle in radians through which the arc moves
from the tip of the vane to any point on the arc; and

ｾ is the angle of internal friction of the ao I l ,

The centre of the spiral is located on a straight line
making an angle ¢ with the vane blade. This permits the arc to
leave the vane blade at right angl.e a,

Resistance to rotation of the vane is supplied by the
cohesion of the soil acting along the arc of failure and the
friction force F having a line of action through the centre of the
spiralo Some approximate formulae were developed on the basis of
this conception of failure which theoretically permit the use of
the vane in both granular and cohesive soilso

For purely cohesive soils this spiral becomes a circle
having a diameter equal to the diameter of the v-ane. Force F then
passes through the centre of the shaft and applies no resisting
moment. In Fig. 4 which illustrates the comparison between the
vane and unconfined compression test data, good agreement can be
observed for medium and soft saturated clays having a shear strength
up to 1000 pounds per square footo The angle of internal f'riction
of these clays was probably close to zero. Unfortunately circumstances
did not permit triaxial tests to be made so the presence or absence
of internal friction in the stiffer clays could not be confirmed.

Whatever may be the cause of the unsatisfactory demon=
stration of the vane 6 its value to the Commission as a simple tool
for measuring soil strength is considerably reduced. This is
because it appears to require considerable correlation with other
data before it can be interpreted. However 6 it is felt that it
has its place in large foundation investigations where the soil
profile and soil properties have been satisfactorily Astablished.
Here it should reduce investigation costs and provide more knOWledge
per dollar spent by disclosing possible differences in soil proper
ties between borings. There is also reason to believe that it is
an easy method for measuring the sensitivity of soils and for indica
ting the stress-strain characteristics of the soil prior to failure.
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In the search for a simple method for obtaining an approxi=
mate measure of the capacity of the soil the Commission turned to the
standard penetration t e s t , Desphe the fact that the test was primarily
designed for granular ｳ ｯ ｩ ｬ ｳ ｾ it has been noted during many foundation
investigations that the resistance to penetration of sampling equipment
is a guide to the condition of all types of subsoilo

During the last 4 years well over a dozen major and minor
foundation investigations have been conducted in the process of which
upwards of dOOO penetration and unconfined compression tests an clay
soils alone were madeo In all of these tests the penetration resis=
tance to the sampling tube followed the same trend with depth as the
unconfined compression testo This held for 2-inch and 2 5t8=inch
thin=walled Shelby tubes as well as with the thicker-walled split=
tube samplerso Out of curiosity a plot was prepared of the unconfined
compression test data versus the penetration resistance to see if
any trend could be establishedo The results of this compilation of
data are indicated in Figo 60 The dark blotches on the chart
represent points which were too densely packed to be clearly distin=
gu l ahe d ,

Although the relationship between the two tests is by no
means well marked it is not altogether unsatisfactory when one
considers the wide range of soils tested and the disappointments
that beset soil me asur-emerrt a , The limits of the denser part of the
data have been defined by two dashed Li.ne a, It is fe:t that many
of the points above the upper dashed line represent tests on soils
with low cohesive resistance and a high percentage of silt and
coarser soil particleso Points below the lower dashed line might
well represen samples that have lost moisture before the unconfined
test was made or conditions where wash water penetrated ahea; of the
boring before the sampler was driven 0

Altho gh the Commis ion is fUlly aware that this data
should not be u:ed for the tina design of important fo.ations p it
is felt that me' _,urements of diving energy are an e xce Lzen t guide
in the appraisal of the cap a cLt of so Ll s , This is e spe cLazLy so
in the case of transmission tower footings where simple p approximate
test methods can be toleratedo With this in mind an arbitrary line
was drawn throug the most dense concentration of pofrrt a , :'.:.-:1s
line represents the approximat relationship between the penetir-atLon
test data and the laboratory unconfined compression testo T line
toward the upper dashed boundary line was purposely plotted cn order
to insert a small factor of safety into the estimateo

Since the ultimate baring capacity of soils suppcrting
square and continuous footings is approximatel! 307 and 2085 times
the unconfined compression strength respectively, this chart can
be readily converted to indicate bearing capacityo

By applying a factor of safety of 3 a relationship of
safe bearing capacity versus driving resistance in clay soils can
be establisheda This is illustrated in Fig o 70 For comparative
purposes this chart also contains safe bearing values for footings
on sand Lnt e rpz-e t.ed from data in ｾ Ｑ ｓ ｯ ｩ ｬ Mechanics in Engineering
Practice" by Terzaghi and Pecka
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In closing, what are considered to be the merits of the
modified penetration test are summarizedo

(1) The test is as easy to carry out as other deep sounding
methods in glacial soils;

(2) it is a useful guide to the capacity of lean clays and
other cohesive soils of glacial origin;

(3) it permits the recovery of soil samples while a sounding
is being made;

(4) it serves the same purpose as any other sounding device
for probing for variations in soil conditions over a site;
and

(5) it should be suitable for minor footing designs such as
for tower footings where the time and expense of more
complete analyses cannot be spared.

Discussion

The chairman stated that during the war, the Associate
Committee on Soil and Snow Mechanics had investigated penetrometers
for a particular purpose and had found that the state of stress in
soil underneath a swnpler was a very complex one o

Mro Lea mentioned that his Company had developed a vane
apparatus which recorded a stress-strain diagram. He said that in
his expe r-Le nce , the vane test gave approximately twice the value of
shear strength obtained by the unconfined compression test but this
ratio varied with soil types. He thought that there was a great
need for correlation Jf field penetration tests and of the results
obtained from them. He said that he had studied different types of
soil samplers and ｨ ｡ ｾ found the results of tests on Shelby tube
samples hard to inte"pret to obtain an indication of the cohesive
strength of soil.

Referring to Fig o 6 in Mr. Trow's paper/) Dean Hardy thought
that different curves w<uld be obtained for cach type of soil, often
varying widelyo He said that one soil type should be dealt with
alone and then other soils could be correlated against the one standard
result. Then a serie"} 0" curves would be obtained each of which would
apply to a certain so"l type.

Dean Hardy pointed out that it the standard penetration
test were used that a samyle should always be obtained. In this way"
one curve could be established for sand, one for Silty materials"
and so on.

Mro Trow said that the figures he had given were just to
enable field engineers to make an on-the-spot decision and that they
were never intended for accurate analyses. Mr. Trow said that
Dr. Terzaghi did not re'ommend the penetration test in sensitive clays"
but as most clays encour beee d in Hydro work in Ontario were lean clays"
the results were though" . 0 be satisfactoryo



In discuss}on of Mro Trow's talk» Mro Fairbairn stated
that Construction Borings Limited had used the vane borer for some
years as a check on unconfined compression test and standard pene=
tration test resultso Results were generally good in soft and
cohesive materials where the vane test usually confirmed the
unconfined compression resul tS D whereas the standard percussion
test indicated lower bearing values and shear strengths in these
materials o This B of ｣ ｯ ｵ ｾ ｳ ･ Ａ Ｉ was quite apart from the question of
settlement caused by consolidation of the soilo Mro Fairbairn
said that the Company used the standard penetration test with the
split spoon sampler in coarse sands and gravels 9 and switched to
vane tests and Shelby tube samplers in cohesive materislso He
called the attention of those present to a reference (l)p concerning
the vane borer where numerous experiences with the apparatus were
reported 9 along with comparative tests with cone penetrometers and
unconfined compression testso

Mro Torchinsky asked how the vane sampler was pushed into
the soil and Mro Fairbairn replied that it depended on the type ot
soilo Usually it could be pushed by hand p but sometimes it was
necessary to drive the vane with a hammero

Mro Schriever asked it the shearing resistance along the
bottom plane of the vane contributed much to the total shearing
resistanceo Mro Trow said that he thought no one could really say
where the shear failure occurso He thought the 80il attained its
greatest strength just before failure and that the potential sources
of soil resistance were outside the diameter of the vane bladeso
In soft claYD the concept of failure along the circumference of the
circle made by the vane is correct but if the soil possesses internal
friction!) then this ｭ ｵ ｳ ｾ be taken into accounto Mro Trow thought
that more study should be given to the exact location of the plane
&ong which resistance was developedo In any casep he thought that
the vane should only be used WJ,en the soil properties were generally
known!) and when other tests were made for correlation purposes o
Mro Fairbairn was in full agreement with thiso

Mro Lea remarked that as failure in stiff clay progressed p

the stress was reducedp but ｾ ｮ plastic materials p this was not the
caae ,

In reply to a questi::n asking if the shear decreased in
relation to the rate of ｡ ｰ ｰ ｬ ｩ ｣ ｾ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ of stress p Mro Trow replied that
in tests done by ｾｷ･､ｩｳｨ engineersD it had been tound that the vane
could be turned through one degree per minuteo Mro Lea thought that
the total length of time for tlle test was also an important
consideration and varied with the materialo He suggested that the
total length of the test shcufd be 5 minutes to tie in with conditions
in the unconfined compression testo The time of test would varyp
however p with each type of ｭ ｾ ｴ ･ ｲ ｩ ｡ ｬ tested o The residual shear
strength was determined by rompleting two revolutions of the vane and
then reading the .emaining shear resistan eo

(1) adling!) Lo and So Odenstado The van borer - an apparatus for
determining the shear strength of clay soils directly in the
groundc Royal Swedish Geotechnical Institute ｐ ｲ ｯ ｣ ･ ｾ ､ ｩ ｮ ｧ ｳ Noo 20
S ockholm, 19500
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Dean Hardy said that if the load was applied too quickly
in vane tests then the value obtained would be too higho In silty
materialsj) sometimes a reduced value would resul t. Both Mro Trow
and Mr. Lea said that they had not used the vane test for silty
soils but only in clayso

Mr. Baracos said that since the results of the vane tests
were directionalj) correlation should be attempted with unconfined
compression tests cut horizontally and vertically. He asked if any
correlation had been made with stratified clays. Mr. Lea said that
he had used the vane test in varved clays near Sault Steo Marie
where a natural slide had occurredo He said that correlations had
been good wi th the strength of the unconfined compression test
being about one-half that obtained with the vane testo Mro Baracos
felt that in general» vane tests might be too directional and hence
unsuitable for laminated clays.

Mr. Ripley asked if anyone knew of correlation tests which
had been run using sample spoons of various sizes and end areas,
dl"i ven with various enez-gLe a, He considered that such tests would
be valuable 0 As far as could be determinedj) no such tests had yet
been doneo

Mr. Trow said that a 300=pound hammer with a l2-inch drop
was used in Hydro worko Tests were done with 2- and 2l-inch and
split=tube samplers and results were very scatteredo No adjustment
was therefore made for end area in their tests, since no significant
difference was found with different types of samplers of the same
sizeD Whether or not a sample of soil was present in the tube o

Mr. Peterson remarked that in many penetration tests a
drilling rig with a 140=pound weight was used but in hand auger
work this size of weight was very cumbersome. He wondered if
anyone knew of any simple method to remedy this situationo Mr. Lea
said that he had tried to establish correlation bet'iieen the 140-j)
300=9 and 500=pound hammers and that r-eaeonacLy good results had
been obtained in firm materials as far as energy was concerned.
In so r ma ter-Laf s , howeve r , the sample advanced under the weight
of the hamme r alone 0

Mr. Fairbairn thought it would be difficult to establish
orrelationj) especially in sand. He said that in some cases for

11 blows the sd;mple would penetrate 11 inches but on the twelfth
blow it might advance a footo

Mr. Pe ckovez- remarked that this was the second Conference
at which tho s pr-ob.iem of correlation of pen ";ration resistance of
various siz s of' hammer-s had been discussed. He suggested that if
corre. ation of Larre and small weights was a'"tempted some small
standard weight be use d, such as 30 pounds. Mr. Torchlnsky thought
ｾ hat the suggestion was a good one and that ".. t would be desirable
to have standard eights and procedures for penetration tests. In
this way» the results of any tests would be valuable elsewhere.



Fig . 1

The Dutch Cone Penetrometer
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Section 5

The Swedish Steel Foil Sampler

by

N. D. Lea

About the year 1800, boring and sampling equipment was
developed ror the exploration or ｣ｯｾｬ deposits. This equipment
was wide'.y used ror coal exploration in the early part or the 19th
century. In the ｬ ｡ ｴ ｴ ｾ Ｌ part of the century the same methods were
adapted, almost without modification, for civil engineering
purposes. But it wes .,..ot until ･ ｡ ｲ ｬ ｾ Ｂ in the 20th century that
they were used at ,,11 extensively for civil engineering workQ

During the first half of the 20th century there have
been some refinements in t he se pr ocedr.re a, but no basic change a ,
The same basic pr-LncIp Ie of pushing a pipe into the soil, which
was used for the early exploration of co r.L, is commonly used 0

day for sc il Inve at.Lg at.Lon , It has been Ie arned that thinner
pipe c=.1 ve . bett<,r samples and that putting a piston inside the
pipe improves the situation even f rth:r. A few tricks have ·,.een
developed for holding samples under specLtl conditions. It mv.st
be r-ecognc.aed , however, that there are some basic ahcr-tc omfn.re
to this method of soil investigation for c:vil engineering
purposes.

The standard!.nte1"l11i ttent sampling procedure is to take
a sample every 5 feete To study a 50-foot d·ep deposit req· ..ires 10
sampling operations. Using Shelby tubes 2} feet long, this provides
samples of half of the strata. Even if a goo ; recovery is obc.adne.d
in each sample, which is not always the case» it is known ｴ ｨ ｾ ｴ the
material at either endf the sample ｾ ｳ dist.rbed to such an e:-:l.:tent
that it is not satisfactory for laboratory testse Certainly, no
more than the middle 18 inches would be reliabLe for laboratory work ..
This means that actuallynly 15 feet of the 50...foot strata:.as been
sampled in a way to giv good samples for laboracory testing. It
a more intensive study f the soil is r-e qi, : red" then the samp ng
might be done continuously in the same bore holee By this procedur, ,
however, at least a fewches of material 1s lost between e »h
sample because the bore hole must be washed outo Therefore, with
20 operations, the best p ssible recovery of go:d core or sample
would be less than 30 feeto There is still a good possibility that
the most important information......which in the ase of the study of
the stability of slopes wou d be sand layers or softer layers of
clay- ...might be lost at the sp ce between samples or by dropping out
of the bottom of a tube 0 To' mprove the information still further
with present equipment it is necessary to make two borings, side
by side. Using two such orings with 40 sampling operations, it is
possible with present procedures to obtain a con inuous core of the
soil. The only problem is to relate the samples ｾ ｮ ･ to another for,
with the;.resent equipment" it is not pos a i.b Le to ":ell accurately
the depth from which a samp",e has come 0 Wi'-h good luck the samples
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can be correlated by their stratification.

Some engineers have been working for some time on methods
which are particularly adapted to tbe civil engineering requirements
for soil sampling. In 1943p Swedish engineers of the Royal Swedish
Geotechnical Ins":;itute began working on the idea which is illustrated
in Fig. I. A ｰｩｾｴｯｮ is held stationary inside a tube by means of a
chadn extending ':0 the surface. To the piston are fastened a number
of tb.in steel fo:'.ls Which lie between the soil and the tube, each
in a vertical plane in such a way thai they completely isolate the
soil from the tube and thereby eliminate friction. The lower end
of the se foils go hr-ough slots in the sampler he ad and then up into
magazines where the supply of foils is stored. After several trial
models of this sampler had been built and tried out in the laboratory
and the ｦ ｩ ･ ｬ ､ ｾ Model 511 ',,{hich is illustrated in Fig o 2 11 was construc
ted. This model bnefited from what had been learned in the earlier
models of the requirements of rigidity for field operation and of
careful design to 0[: tain good s anp Les , With this sampler head it
is now possible to:btain continuous cores of soil up to 130 feet
long. The limitation of ｾ ｨ ･ length is only in the amount of foil
that can be stored in the magazines and in the str ngth of the foil
to c,:.rry the soi. This m. an s that nov, instead of requir ing 40
sampling operations "; 0 get a co:.tinuous sample of good core from a
50-fo,Jt dep os Lc , only one con cdnuoua operation, required.

The sample is r-emoved from the ground in sections of tu::.e
about 8 feet long. The s"'e,el foils are s'ill in pl:ce between the
soil and the tube. The sample is extracted in ",'; laboratory by
ｳ ｩ ｭ ｰ ｬ ｾ pulling on the foilso The force required is sually less
than ::: pounds. The di sme t er of the core II 2 3/4 Lnche s II has be en
designed to fit laboratory equipmento

The details of the sampler head and ｩ ｴ ｾ peration will
not be given here for they are described coplet y in the
Proceedings No. 1 of the Royal Swedish Geotechnic 1 Institute ｾ 19500

There are some ｯ｢ｶｩ｣ｵｾ limitations to the use 0 this
equipment 0 It cannot penetrate rocko Neither can t ll in its
pr sent formS) penetrate very hard sediments or d po its w ich
c ntain boulders and coarse gravelo The sampler in its simplest
form with manual above=groun' equipment is suite 0 ly for
sampling ｣ ｬ ｾ deposits with an nconfined compre ive strength
up to about 3 tons per ｳ ｱ ｵ ｡ ｲ ｾ footo Jetting equi ｭ ･ ｮ ｴ ｾ illustrate
in Fig. 311 and rotary drill:ng equipment p as llu rated in Fig. Ｔ ｾ

have een used suc ee s af'uj I j, hove ve r , for taking. ontinuous cores
of sands and of stiffer and denser materials than can be sampled
by pu hing alone o Developm&nt work is still proceeding. on this
equipment,

There are a numbe z- of interesting advan ge s t . this
equi men over the intermittent sampling procedur In the irst
plac 9 the sample is continuous and ':;,h1s of course is the greatest
advantage. The sample ll howe ve r-, i"1 ,Iso in a much better condition
thm those obt.atne d by Shelhy bube and piston type samp ' rso
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Furthermore, the equipment is much easier to operate in cold weather
than' he older equipment be oauae no· water is used in the operation.
The heaviest piece of the manual ecpipment can be carried by two
ｭ･ｾＮ Finallyg for shallow depths the cost of the operation is found
to be about the same or perhaps slightly less than intermittent
sampling every 5 teet. For greater depths, the advantage in cost
of the new equipment becomes much more pronounced, for the costs
do not increase but rather decrease with depth. There is no more
work required to push the sampler from 100 feet to 110 feet than
there ｾ ｳ in pushing it from 10 "faet to 20 feet o On the other hand
the cost of intermittent sampling increaaes tremendously with deptho
ｔ ｨ ･ ｲ ･ ｦ ｯ ｲ ･ ｾ under suitable conditions the new sampler gives a continu
ous sample at less expense than that required to produce inferior
intermittent samples with older equipment.

Canadian patents covering the steel toil sampling equipment
are he d by the Swedish Lnverrt cr-s , This equipment is oper ted in
Canada, however-, by the Foundation Company of Canada Limited under
agr-eeme.nt with the inventors. Arrangements will be made to have a
sufficient umber of rigs, with skilled operators, available to
satisfy the requirements of all who wish to use the equipment in
Canada. At present only one manually operated rig is in Canada and
this is stationed in Montreal. It has already been used as far
west as Winnipeg p however, for its shipping weight is only one ton.
It ｾ ｳ anticipated, howeverp that as other regions have sufficient
demand for the equipment that rigs will be stationed in other parts
f ｾｨｲ c untry. It is also anticipated that when there is seen to

be Sufficient use for it» a machine-operated rig equipped for jetting
and rotar" drilling will be set up.

Demonstration of Apparatus

F--llowing the luncheon r-ece as , delegates of the Conference
gabher-e d in the field to observe a demcmstration of soil sampling
with the Swedish st el foil sampler. Equipment and labour for tne
､ ･ ｭ ｯ ｮ ｾ Ｚ ｴ ｲ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ were arranged by the Foundation Company of Canadao

The appar-vtua used was the manually operated type described
by Mr. Lea. During the morning the sampler head had been pushed to
a depth of 25 feet in ground consisting of 11 feet of very stiff
\)rown clay underlain by firm plastic blue clayo During the demon
stration tht' sampler he ad was pushed down to lSL depth of 32 feet and
then the withdrawal procedure begun. Mro Lea described the various
s tep s of the operation.

On the second day of the Conference, delegates visited the
So i.I Mechanics Laboratory of the Division of Building Rese arch and
examined the soil core which had been obtained by the sampler. The
technique of removing the core from the sample casing was demon
strated. The core itself was in 4 lengths, each 8 feet long,
representing the complete soil profile of the borehole from which
it was taken.
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FIG.2 SAMPLER HEAD MODEL V.

(fOILS SHOWN ONLY IN ROLLS.)



FIG. 3 SAMPLER DR IVEN BY JETTING

WITH WATER.

I. SAMPLER 2. NOZZLE

3. WATER SUPPLY TUBE



FIG. 4 SAMPLER DRIVEN BY JETTING

WITH DRILLING FLUID.

I. SAMPLER 2. NOZZLE

3. OUTER TUBE
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Se ction t?

The Reclamation of Tidal ｍ ｡ ｲ ｾ ｨ ｬ ｡ ｮ ､ ｳ in
':he Maritime Provinces of Canada

by

Lo Wo McCarthy

The Maritime Marshland Rehabil.tation Act passed by the
ｇ ｯ ｶ ｾ ｲ ｮ ｭ ･ ｮ ｴ of Canada in 1948 provides n part for the construotion
and :re-co::;.struction of wor,,:,s by the ｇ ｯ Ｇ ｾ ･ ｲ ｮ ｭ ･ ｮ ｴ of Canada to protect
the!'arsh1ands of the Mari'ime Provinces from tidal floodingo The
agen y est,cb1ished to carry out this rr-ov sion of the Act is called
t ..e M ritime Marsh1an.5. Rehabilitation A1'Tlinistration which functions
､ ｩ ｲ ｾ ｣ Ｎ ｬ ｹ under the Cancdian Department ;::f Agriculture, with headquar
ters "4.mherst, NoS 0

The bulk of the marshland wit!: which the Maritime Marshland
Rehabil .. tation Admin: stration is concern d erimeters the Bay of
Fun'yp body of water characterized - y having the greatest known
tidal range in the world 9 varying from _ fe t at the mouth of the
Bay to 53 feet at the upper reaches o The tidal wave progressing
aer-o t>e Atlantic is accelerated through the mouth of the Bay, due
to the constriction p a velocity of about 3 miles per houro Much
higher velocities are en ountered elsewh re in the Bay, in some
locations as much as 1 miles per hourc

The swirling w ters erode a great amount of sil which is
depos ted as the velocity of the tide is e he ck d in the ascent ot
the r'ver-- or by overspreading the ad jacen marshes at hig tide 0

It is generally agreed that the Fundy marshes have been and are being
built up in this manner rather than from materials carried down by
the riverso At the dai y low tides il the leve of salt water is below
the bottom of the rivers and the upland run=off drains into the s ao

Along the tributar ies of the BaYl) the depth of silt depo it
｣ ｯ ｮ Ｎ ｩ ､ ･ ｾ ｡ ｢ ｬ ｹ ｯ ｾ ｯ ｭ ･ drillings have indicated depths of 130
d traces of only sightly decayed vegeta ive growth have been
at depths of 120 feet o

he diked marshlands of the Maritime .t>rovinces have been
consider: vit'l to the agricultural economy 0 There is a genera"
scarcity o. fertile s il and as the situation has developed, upland
farms areiep12ndent on the marshlands to bal nee fnn um t s ,
Communitie' have grown and thrived a ound these are as , The same
protective works which keep the tide off the marshes are in many
cases protecting community services as well as rai.roads and
highways 0

The asic structures required to secure he marshlands
from tida flooding are dikes and aboiteaux o



Dikes are conventionally very low earth dams of variable
cross=section ranging from 1 to 10 feet in heighto They are
considered as salt water dams ｯ ｮ ｬ ｹ ｾ ｡ ｾ in most instances no fresh
ｾ ｡ ｴ ･ ｲ ponding takes ｰ ｬ ｡ ｾ ･ ｯ

Aboiteaux ar-e the major dam at.r-uc eur-e a built to form the
link in the dike structure at fresh water outflow locationso They
are usually built of br-ush and marsh mud" vary greatly in cross
sectien and range in height from 10 to 30 oz- more reet o Sluiceways
are installed in the aboiteaux to permit the passage of fresh water
from the marsho These have tide gates to prevent the in£low of salt
water with the rising ｴ ｾ ､ ｾ ｯ They are integral parts or the aboiteaux
structure 0

The earl: French set'lers were the first to realize the
e concra.;c possibilL ies of ｾ r.e marshlands and the firs to occupy
t hem, They built "'any mi!.e:7 0 dikes and many aboiteaux using
shovel j) spade s , borae e where ',hey were availablej) and an
unbe Ldevab Le amount of hand Labour-,

The general policy was to dike far enough up the rivers
and s reams to make ",boiteau L.,stall ation relat:'.vely sare and sur-e ,
Once'i,;he tide had beer, sh...t ofr and th"'- r-un-back after high tides
eliminated it was po asi.bj.e 'Co cross farther down these rivers and
streams w:th a consequ3nt r?duction in dike lengtho This step
would not be takenj):f c our-ee s until the mafnte nsnce of "-:-he lengthy
dike b5c$me too costlyo

The a"'complishment of these early settlers were tremen
dous , The members of tL.e Marit,me Marshland Rehabilitation Adminis
tration can realize ｦ ｵ ｾ ｾ ｬ well what handicaps and heartbreak were
e ndure d r:y them i'! the <ir gr.:m ｦ ｾ ｧ ｨ ｴ to shut out the . e Len'tLeaa
t Lde a ,

It is only wIt'in the last dec, de that >,':,ly ,'"par1C:re s
from the original m,;,;'-'hod of c- rstruction have been made anu these
have been slight 0 It is; a li ia j aim of the Admir istration to apply
7.resen> day engineering knowle dge and constructicn techniqu'e's to
the problems or dlk'ii ande.boiteau building in ordsr to provide
｢ ･ Ｇ ｴ ｾ ｲ protective ｳ ｴ ｲ ｾ ｌ ｾ ｣ ｴ ﾷ Ｎ ｲ ･ ｳ wi tL longer lives ana lower maintenance
costso

A thorough ｩ ｮ ｶ ｾ Ｌ ｳ Ｂ Ｚ ｩ ｧ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ rrom the soil mechanics aspect
is thus necessary and. cons tdez-ab.Le pr-ogz-e s s ｡ｬｯｮｧＧｾｨｩｳ line has been
made to date 0 Much of ths in:ormation obtained is of' a negative
nature 0 The soils ･ ｵ ｣ ｾ ｵ ｮ ｴ ｾ ｲ ･ ､ are 20 wet and seft that no reliable
figures for design can be obtained rrom conventional laboratory
study 0 To rurther emphasize this ll mechanical analyses of samples
taken from various marshe2 8how the material in most cases to be
predcminantly silty with 9mall ｰ ･ ｲ ｣ ･ ｮ ｾ ｡ ｧ ･ ｳ or fine sand and clayo
To the Maritimer this ｩ ｾ known as marsh mudo Liquid limits will
vary from 20 to 30 per cent and plastic limits from 16 to 30 per
cento The natural water content is anywhere from 20 to 100 per
cent and highero Densities vary rrom 80 to 120 pounds per cubic
f'o o t , The material is generally so weak that it is very difficul t
to determine strength valU8So
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Had the early settlers not carried out their program of
con ruction and had the Administration not already carried out an
xtensi ve construct :",-n program during the last twoye ars one might

easilY conclude t hat there was no solution to the problem within
ec n or.Lc 'dmitso Th;::; existing worksjl however, prove that the
ｴ ｲ ｾ ture can be bUllt with success ｡ ｮ ｾ also furnish full-scale

Labor-abor-t models from wrdch it is expected design facts can be
obbaf.ned Which will 08 c r use not only in the work of the MoMoRoA ..
but ..n soil mechanics practice generallyo

Dikes now are generally constructed by draglines using
ma"erial excavated from the marsh so as to leave the borrow pits
on the outside Ｈ ｳ ･ ｾ ｳ Ｚ ｾ ･ Ｉ when the dike is completedo Borrow pits
are ezccvate d so "hat they will drain completely at low tide which
enables them to fill with silt within a ｦｾｷ years.. (It is of
interest to note that the borrow pits do ｮｾｴ silt up if they are
notra.::..nedo)

While bul dozers are al so used in dike oonstruction they
are practical 0 ly under the best cond t t Io.xe , They are extensively
used g however g on abo,teau construction to 2pread the marsh mud
over te brush mat 0 A. these mats are from 12 to 18 inches apart
verticall-,» little dlff_culty is encountered.

Most of the dikes are built of mat'erial well above the
liqu d .imit and sli-ping failures are ｴ ｾ ｾ ･ exception rather than
the ru,:e 0 When sl_ps oc cur, it has been f.:.und best to leave this
portion of dike for a pe r-Lod, allowing it to :-artially dry O,lt:

before p. 0 eeding wit conatructdon , The dryi,:g process is net a
full dewatering -- the ｭ ｡ ｴ ｾ ｲ ｩ ｡ ｬ i usuall beyond the liquid ltmit
when finally placed t line and grade o

Dike foundations often caUBe considerable concern. in
some instances the foundation has settled.onsil erably causing
uplift in the borrow pito While there is settlement of the foun
dation owing to te dewatering effect of the borrow pi t g this has
not b en ound criti al as yeto Levels are taken from time to
time 0 enable this to be ｣ ｨ ･ ｾ ｫ ･ ､ ｭ ｯ ｲ ｾ ful y over a periodo
Generally i can be foretold from experiene where extreme
settlement is lia",e to occur and this can be prevented by brushing
heavily prior to'onstructiono

As yet g the maximum. height of dike which can be buil L,

without causing f udation failure has not been determined but
this is ne of the aims of the Mar time Marshland Rehabilitation
Adminis'rationo

A point of interest when considering ｾ ･ ｴ ｴ ｬ ･ ｭ ･ ｮ ｴ is the
amoun- of freeboard provided, Dik, s are built so that they will
be 2 feet above he maximum high tide known to have occurred after
the initial construction settlement has taken plaGe (neglecting
the Saxby tide) 0 C'mparison with standard practice on dan
con.rcruce t n woul tend to make one feel that the freeboard
provided is insuff' iento However» the f-'llowing points have to
be taken into ｣ ｯ ｮ ｳ ｩ ､ ･ ｲ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ ｾ
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L The tide he igpts for e very day of the ye ar are available
within close limits at ｾ ｨ ･ beginning of each year. Peak
water elevation is thus known with much more certainty
than can be predicted for an ordinary fresh water dam;

20 There are two complete tide cycles each ､ ｡ ｹ ｾ thusg even
when the extreme high tides oecur-, they are against the
dikes for only a short period and ample time is available
for the repair of breaks when the tide reced.es;

ｾ ｯ This standard of construction represents a high factor
of safety when compared with previous practiceo

ｄ ｩ ｫ ･ ｳ ｾ as built by machines D are usually finished to
Ｒ ｾ Ｑ cr 3:1 slopes. There is enough natural cohesion to hold the
material together for a few years in even some of the most severely
exposed locations. In some locations this gives sufficient time
to .::,ermit vegetative growth to start and this affords relatively
permanent ｾ ｲ ｯ ｴ ･ ｣ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ to the dike. Eiforts are being made by other
branches cf the Administration to de ve Lop types of vegetation which
will grow ,s.;.idly and densely on new dikes 0

1:"1 t.he most severely exposed r-eg Lona , hove ve r , something
more is generally r-equir-ed , The ctC st consideration makes gravel
facing and s t.cne rip-rap prohibiti'J'7'o The early settlers tried a
great ｶ ｡ ｲ ｩ ･ ｴ ｾ ｬ Ｍ of facing types but ｴ ｢ ｩ ｾ Ｇ one which shovs most ｰ ｲ ｯ ｾ ｩ ｳ ･

is the one wh:'.,:;h has been developed quite recently at Grand ｐ ｲ ･ ｾ NoS o
Thi3 is a plank ｦ ｡ ｣ ｩ ｮ ｧ ｾ the planks e:zed and installed on ･ ｮ ､ ｾ

battened and ! astened to the dil(e b'l walers bolted to anchors in
the dike. The facing is installed 8J.most verticall:; 9 thus giving
some compaction to the marsh mud behind ito Exposure ':0 the salt
ｷ ｾ ｴ ･ ｲ assures 2 long life to this tYP$ of facingo The work of
installing the facing must be carried ｯ ｾ ｴ fastidiously to assure
ｾ ｨ ｡ ｴ it be watar<=>tight. If the ｰ ｲ ｯ ｰ ･ ｾ precautions are not taken p

the reSUlting facing has very little '\VB.lue. This facing can be
ｾ ｣ ｯ ｮ ｯ ｭ ｬ ｣ ｡ ｬ ｬ ｹ installed and has been accepted by the Maritime
Marshland Rehabilitation Administration as the standard dike finish
where exposure conditions demand added protection.

Before leaving the subject of protective facing it would
be well to mention one major problem ｷ ｨ ｩ ｾ ｨ makes high-cost facings
urupractical ｾ ｾ ｴ Ｚ ｨ ｡ ｴ is bank and foreshore undercutting 0 ａｾ channels
Bhift p the forsshore is cut from one side and the ma'terial deposited
on the other. This makes it necessary to move the dike back to
;;revent faih.:reo

Much work has rseri done in the p<:t.:,t in an effort to
cont r-c'l the channels 0 Large investments were made in breakwaters
which were fo:: the most part ineffective or incapable of surl;'"i ving
under tidal actiono Pre ,'ont practice is to heavily brush the banks
where undez-c ut.b fng takes place in an effort to guide the water
rather than tr re<=>direct.:.t. Results look promising but there is
still much to done before this problem can be fUlly solved.
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..boiteaux are built ｷ ｃ ｴ ｾ Ｌ the aid of draglines and bulldozers.
The stream bottom and banks arc heaily brushed prior to beginning
1'ill op,,"ratrons and the fill is bdl+ .rp in layers of mud with brush
mats every 12 to 18 inches apart ｶ ･ ｲ ｴ ｩ ｣ ｾ ｬ ｬ ｹ Ｎ The brush ma s are
securely anchored by heavy cross stakingj) the stakes being from 6 to 8
feet long. The early builders usu:ally placed the sluiceway in the
middle of the channel. Now it ｾ ｳ sometimes found desirable to place
the sluiceway in an independent dry ･ ｾ ｌ ｣ ｡ Ｂ Ｌ Ｌ ｾ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ in order to avoid
intensive run-back flows when the tide recedes.

Aboiteau construction has to be served first-hand before
one can fulJ.y realize just how ､ｩｦｦｩｴＧｵｬｾＺ and precarious the work is.
Aboiteaux as now constructed are usually tjuished to 2:1 or 3:1
slopes. In the ｰ ｾ ｳ ｴ they were built with &lmost vertical slopes.
The old converrt f cn al facing was sal t mars'J sc d but to-day the largest
aboiteaux are faced with gravel and ｲｯ｣ｫｾ this appears to be much
more practical.

The aboi c:e au is considered anaLa« OuS to a re inforced
concrete e tr-uc ture , marsh mud being the agge--g atie II brush being the
reinforcing steel and stakes the stirrups. :ndoubtedly much of the
load or the at ruc t ur-e is carried into the .vanke by arching action
rather than ｩ ｮ ｾ ｯ the stream bed where foundc-tion conditions are
often extremely poor.

The major soil mechanics problems -n aboiteaux construction
ar-e s

1" to de re rmfne the actual strength of the reinforced fills
in order to design larger structures and eliminate great
lengths of dike and expensive stream bank protection;

2. to investigate the feasibL ity of ot.:er types of
structures.

In concludingj) it may be mentioned that in some special
locations the standard earth core dam may be used. One of the se
has been installed. No problems of special in",:,erest were encountered
during the course of its design and construction.

Discussion

In rerly to a question from Mr. Knight regarding the
function of gates and sluicesj) Mr. McCarthy said that the sluices
let the fresh water out and that the gates prevent the sea water
from entering. This is accomplished by an automatic flap=type
val ve ,

Mr. Peterson outlined preEent practices in the construction
of aboiteauxj) saying that they consisted alternatively of brush
mats ani 18 inches of mud. Now flatter slopes in the order of 3:1
are being built and it is felt that they shoul be analyzed mathe
matically and t"at factors sue as "pullout" and strength of the
brush sh:,_ld be determined. Mr. Peterson said that such studies
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would be extremely complicated and that the data presented would be
of doubtful valueo Nevertheless, he asked for the opinions of those
present on such a studyo It was the general opinion that such an
investigation would not be of any great use and that present prac
tices -- those used for many years -- should be continued.

Mro Keiller suggested that concrete cribbing might be
used to avoid undercutting in certain locations, but it was pointed
out that the bearing capacity of the marshland mud was low; therefore
this would not be suitable. The unit weight of aboiteaux is 80 to
90 lb o per cubic footo

Mro Hall said that brush for diking purposes was used
extensively in Europe and it was found that when the brush was kept
wet it was a more permanent construction than concrete. Mr. Hall
asked Mr. McCarthy if he had obtained information from other coun
tries on this use of brusho Mr. McCarthy replied that information
had been procured but had been used without success.
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Section 7

Soil Temperatures and Frost Penetration

by

Co Bo Crawford

The problem of understanding soil temperatures, frost
penetration and general frost action has existed for many centuries.
One of the first records of soil temperature measurements was
published by Professor Forbes of the University of Edinburgh in
1846. Later advancement in instrumentation resulted in more
widespread measurements. In 1896p Professor Cal endar of McGill
University published the first of his series of papers on soil
temperatures and in 1910 Professor Bouyoucos of the University
of Michigan began an extensive investigation of soil tempera-
tures. In this work he posed many questions which are still
unanswered.

Activity in the investigation of "this problem has
continued through the years and during the last decade has
achieved considerable prominence. No doubt this is due in part
to the requirements of modern design of highways and airports.
Also l> in recent years waterworks engineers have taken an active
intere st in the prediction 0 f frost penetration. Besides these
two main fields of engineering an understanding of the thermal
regime in soils is required for the design 0.: flat slab f'oun
dationsl> the installation of heat pumps» the placing of power
cables, the construction of cold storage plants p and for foun-
ation work in permafrost areas. In each of these fields the

effect of cold weather is serious in the Canadian climate.

The complexity of the problem can best be illustrated
by considering the variables which affect soil temperatures.
These factors may be divided into two typesp external and internalo
The external variables include all the meteorological factors such
as air temperature, sunshine, precipitation, wind, humidity, and
vapour pressure. The internal factors include nature and type of
ground surface, specific heat and thermal conductivity of the
soil» radiati n , soil moisture contenb , o.rg and c contierrt , texture
and structure, salt content ll evaporation ll and moisture movement o
In our theoretical analysis all external factors except air
temperature are usually neglected and it is often necessary to
neglect many of the internal factors.

Investigations by the Division of Building Research, National
Research Council -

The soil temperature project of the Division has included
only an investigation of soil temperature variation and frost
penetration and not the whole field of frost action. In this study,
temperatures have been measured during the last three years in test
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pits which were backfilled with sand and clayo The field project
consisted of four clay pits and four sand pitso Of each grouP1 two
pits were densely ｢ ｡ ｣ ｫ ｦ ｩ ｬ ｬ ･ ､ ｾ two were loosely backfilled g and one
dense and one loose pit were cleared of snow during the winter. In
this manner an attempt was made to study the effect of four vari
ables: air ｴ ･ ｭ ｰ ･ ｲ ｡ ｴ ｵ ｲ ･ ｾ soil typep density, and snow-cover o

In addition to the test ｰ ｩ ｴ ｳ ｾ temperature measurements
were recorded for a period of three years under streets in the City
of Ottawao Alsop records were kept by the Water Works Department
of frost depth and cover conditions at every location of frozen
water mains in the CitYo

This pro je ct may be extended in the future to include
the collection of frost penetration data throughout Canada p together
with a study of meteorological recordso

The investigation has not yielded all that was hoped for
owing to recent mild winterso Some tentative conclusions have been
made , however , regarding the variables which are under s tudy, The
results have shown that frost penetration is reduced by approxi
mately 2 feet for each foot of loose disturbed snowo Frost pene
tration has averaged about Ii times as deep in sand as in di turbed
clay. Disturbance of clay soils increased frost penetration by
50 per cento The true effect of density has not been clearly
determined as yeto Additional information has been gathered which
relates frost penetration to freezing indexo

Investigations by the 0080 Corps of Engineers

The OoSo Corps of Engineers have made studies of frost
penetration at 15 airfields for the purpose of establishing design
methods for airfield pave merrc s on frost=susceptible soils. The
field work hasoeen accompanied by laboratory tests and theoretical
and mathematica"L studies of heat flowo This work which is presently
restricted has resulted in s';veral equations for predicting frost
penetration and a simple relation between frost penetration and
freezing indexo

The Lnve s t Lg at.Lon has not been entirely successfulo The
Corps of Engineers still recommends a non frost-heaving base-course
to the depth of the expected frost penetrationo No improvement
has been made on the grain size criteria for determining frost
susceptible soils. The investigations included an extensive study
of the thermal properties of soil but in these studies the effect
of thermal moisture migration was neglected and it is ｾ ｯ ｮ ｳ ｩ ､ ･ ｲ ･ ､

that the results are therefore open to questlono Some study was
made of the leaching of admfxcur-e s, the loss of bearing capacity
during spring breakup and the effect of cover in reducing frost
penetrationo Work is continuing on the effect of particle size p

compaction p void ratio» permeabilitY9 capillarity, and on the
effect of the position of the groundwater table on ice segregatlono
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Other Work

At the present time II the Coromi ｴｴＬｾ･ on Frost Heave and
Frost Action in Soils of the Highway Rese ar-ch Board i.: attempting
to promote work on frost problems at universities and state highway
departmentso In preparation for this, an extensive review of the
literature on frost action was made for the Committee by Mro AoW o
Johnson of the Highway Research Board and by Mro William Lovell of
Purdue Universityo In addition to this work» studies of frost
penetration and frost action are being made by some state highway
departments and by the Ontario Department of Highwayso

Problems

Frost action problems have not yet been completely solved
although much progress has been madeo It is still not possible to
forecast frost penetration with certaintyo The relation between
frost penetration and freezing index has probably been over
simplified. It is thought by some that the rate of accumulation
of degree-days of frost has considerable bearing on the frost
penetrationo The true effect of snow-cover has ｮ ｯ ｾ yet been
definitely determined 0 Probably the most important lack of infor
mation is in the understanding of the effect of moisture and
moisture migrationo Dr. NoBc Hutcheon of the Division is of the
opinion that a complete understanding of the process of moisture
migration would solve many problems concerning ｦ ｲ ｯ ｾ ｴ actiono
Possibly the continuing collection of field records together Hith
a fundamental study of moisture will yield answers that have been
sought for many yearso

Discussion

Mro Longley commented on the use of the term r'freezing
index" and asked if Mro ｃｲ｡ｷｦｯｲｾｩ found it to be a 'Workable term
and also if only the temperature bel"::w freezing was measured.
Mro Crawford replied that the freezing index was cumulative g i.e.
the temperatures above freezing 'Were p{;sitive and those below
freezingp negative p and the algebraic sum of the two was taken as
the freezing index. Mro Longley said that the negative values
were ::,ot generally used and Mro Crawford explained that the
Division of Building Research investigation had followed the
procedure used by the UoS o Corps of Engineerso Mro Longley
suggested that '9d'gree daysll shaul.d be the term use d, Dean Hardy
mentioned that in hi9 soil temperature studies g Dro Ao Casagrande
had used the term "degree hour-s" 0

Dean Ha.rdy said that at t he Highway Research Board
symposium on froio'!,' action several representatives of state
highway departments reported that in correcting a frost boil areag
they did not r-emove the frost-heaving soil to the full depth of
frost penetrationo The Corps of Engineers follow the same practiceo
Dean Hardy mentioned that in the Proceedings of the Second Inter
nat10nal Soil Mechanics Conference a paper from Denmark stated
that frost heave ｷ ｡ ｾ not damaging if the ｭ ｡ ｴ ｬ ｩ ｾ ｲ Ｚ ｴ ｡ ｬ was not suecep
tible to ice segragation to a depth of 60 per cent of the frost
penetrationo
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. The Chairman said that he thought the term "freezing index"
was an over-simplification. He mentioned the winter of 1947 in Ottawa
ｷ ｨ ･ ｲ ･ ｾ for a time, there was verr, little snow and the weather was
extremely coId , "Freezing index' would not be adequate to cover this
type of situation. He mentioned that the Division of Building Research
had a climatologist on its staff and that matters such as this would
be studied.

Dean Hardy asked if anyone had information on the penetration
of the frozen zone after the surface had thawed in spring; this had
caused pipes to freeze at a depth of 12 feet in July. In the ensuing
､ ｩ ｳ ｣ ｵ ｳ ｳ ｩ ｯ ｮ ｾ the Chairman said that it was generally known that the
time lag of temperature at a depth of 15 feet was 6 months.
Mr. Harwood said that in Russian literature on soil temperatures,
this time lag was considered as an energy wave.

This ended the technical discussion of the first day; the
remaining time was devoted to arranging the program for the second
day.
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2ESSION OF JANUARY IIp 19$2

Dean Ro Mo Hardy served as Chairman for the first session
of this day's proceedingso

Section 8
i

Heaving of Curling Ice Sheets

by

B o Bo Torchinsky

As is generally known g Mro Torchinsky sald p curling is
fast becoming one of the most popular winter sports in Western
Canadao It is played on an indoor sheet of ice g about 14 feet
wide and 140 feet longo A prime requisite for the game is that
the ice Sheet re kept perfectly Ie vel 0 This is usually maintained
by flooding the sheet as often as necessaryp sometimes two and
three times per weeko

Most curling clubs have eight to ten ice sheets, and if
these tend to heave often and badlYg they become a constant source
of trouble and inconvenience 0 Many inquiries have been received
by the Uni versi ty of Saskatchewan regarding ice be avdng and how
to stop ito As a result of these inquiries it was felt that an
attempt to analyse the difficulty was justifiedo

An examination of the conditions existing at those rinks
in Saskatoon which were most troubled with heaving ice indicated
that the major ｣ ｾ ｵ ｳ ･ of the trouble was ice segregation and formation
of ice lenses in the underlying so LL, causing upward heave of the
ice == similar to frost heaving in highwayso

In the winter of 1949 a series of thermocoup1.es were
installed in several sheets of a Saskatoon Curling Club at depths
of from 1 to 5 feet below the ｳ ｾ ｦ ｡ ｣ ･ ｯ Subsequent readings of
these thermocoup:es throughout the winter season revealed that
the frost line penetrated to a maximum Ｇ［ｾ･ｰｴｨ of from 4 to 5 feeto
A, the particular rink investigatedD the water table was about
6 feet below ground surfaceo The underlying soil was a clayey
silt» haVing about 27 per cent of its particles less than 002
millimeters in diametero Thus» ideal frost heaving conditions
were present and ice heaving in this rink was very bado In the
fall of the year 1951» a 2=foot layer of silt was removed from one
of the worst sheets and replaced with clean, fine gravelo The
surface voids were filled with a thin layer of fine sando Precise
level measurements have been taken throughout the season on this
sheet and several otherso These have shown that the treated sheet
is now the be st one in the rink» shovdng very little movement up
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to the present time. This then» does illustrate that frost heave
is the majoz- cause of ice sheets not remaining level, and that
removal of one of the necessary conditions for frost heave to take
place can be a satisfactory treatment. Further precise level
readings will be taken until the end of the season to see whether
or not the treated sheet will start to heave when the frost line
penetrates below the 2=foot thickness of gravel into the frost=
susceptible material.

Discussion

Mr. Fairbairn asked if lignosol had been used to treat
such heaving and Dean Hardy replied that it had been tried in
Edmonton with fair resultso Investigat:ons were carried on over a
3=year period and as soon as there was evidence of heaving9 lignosol
was injected and heaving was stopped at that location. In another
case 9 Dean Hardy saja that Ｒ ｾ Ｕ Ｐ Ｐ square feet of an ice rink had been
treated with lignosol in the fall and although there was more
movement than had been expected» it was considered that the lignosol
had been fairly effective. Dean Hardy said that injecting the
lignosol was the main problem with this method of treatment.

Mr. Peterson asked what methods of injection had been used
and Dean Hardy explained that the method was essentially one of
grouting9 the 40 per cent lignosol solution being pumped through a
ｰｩｰ･ｾ perforated at desired depths» at a pressure of 30 lb. per
square Lnch, The path followed by the lignosol after injection
seemed to be maLJ.ly a horizontal one and one of the main difficul
ties had been in the channelling action of the lignosol.

Dean Hardy had mentioned that the injection pipe was sealed
at the top and Mro Trow asked for more details on this. Dean Hardy
replied that both augers and packing had been used in grouting
attempts without success but a high-pressure grouting method employing
burlap sacking on the pipe had been tried with considerable succeSs.
He mentioned that the U080 Bureau of Reclamation had used up to
100 lb. per square inch with this method.

Replying to a question from Mr. Trow regarding the perma
nence of lignosol» Dean Hardy said that he would be able to answer
this more fully in a few monthYs time when he would have data on
three locations of "'he Canadian Natl.onal Railways which had been
treated. From prelIminary resul ts he could say that out of the
three locations 9 ｯｮｾ seemed to have stopped heaving except for the
expansion of water to ice. In the second location, the amount of
heaving had been reduced but shimming of rails was still necessary.
In the third location lignosol had little or no effect; heaving in
the order of 4 to 5 inches had taken place coinciding with cold
spe Ll.e , Dean Hardy again mentioned that injection was one of the
main problems and said that they had never been able to inject the
required amount of lignosol to achieve maximum effect according to
laboratory tests. He said that Professor Hurtubise had treated
portions of the Chicoutimi highway and that heaving had been
reduced by 50 per cent. The amount of lignosol injected, however,
was not enough to glve the maximum results and after the treated
areas thawed, the soil characteristics were altered.
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Regarding injection, Mr. Torchinsky asked if the lignosol
is pumped into the soil right underneath the frozen zone in the soil.
Dean Hardy said that lignosol has to be injected into the area where
the frost will be for the greatest length of time. He said that it
must be injected well below the frost penetration line, as once the
soil is frozen the effect of the lignosol is lost.

Concerning the cost of using lignosol, Dean Hardy said that
on the Chicoutimi highway investigation, the cost of one treatment
was about one-half the cost of removing the frost-heaving materiai
and replacing it by granular fill. He said he did not know whether
the lignosol method was ｾｨ･｡ｰ･ｲ than removing the soil as it was
all related to the permanence factor. Lignosol is used in emergen
cies where cost is not tne main factor but from the long-range
point of view, Dean Hardy said he could not express an opinion.

Mr. Ripley asked through which company ligno201 was
available and Dean Hardy said that Lignosol Chemicals in Quebec
City were the manufacturers. He said that the properties of
lignosol which enable it to ｾ ｴ ｯ ｰ ice segregation are n0t peculiar
Ｇ ｾ ｯ lignosol. Any wetting agent would produce the same results and
some work is being done to see if other agents have more suitable
characteristics. Since costs must be small, one advantage of
lignosol over other such materials is that it is a waste product.
Dean Hardy said that a lot of research on lignosol had been done,
notably by the Pulp and Paper Research Institute of Canada and by
the Eastern Paper Company, bub surprisingly enough, there was still
not much known about it.

As 11gnosol was mentioned as an emergency treatment the
question arose if it would remove an existing heave. Dean Hardy
said that it would not have this effect but the heaving would be
stopped as of the day of the lignosol injection; thus it might
stop heaving before it became too great a hazard. This situation
was especially applicable to airfield runways.
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Section 9

Soils and Foundations Work in Manitoba

by

Ao Eo Macdonald

In speaking of some soils and foundation work in ｍ ｡ ｮ ｩ ｴ ｯ ｢ ｡ ｾ

Dean Macdonald reminded the meeting that Wirmipeg is part of the
site of old Lake Agassiz which once at" ained a depth of some 500
feet over the areao Under the busines- district are some 50 to 60
feet of clay usually with some silt at shallow depths, then about
5 to 10 feet of glacial drift!' referred to locally as "har-dpan"
ab ov- limestone bedrock a The top clay strata are usually mixed
and unstable and a yellow silt stratum has generally been a cause
of differential settlement troubles for foundations which have
been built above or on ito Heavy buildings have been founded on
concrete piers in open wells to bedrock!, or on concrete piers
belle d out on the har dpan , Lighter buildings have been satisfac
torily supported on spread footings in the ｣ ｬ ｡ ｹ ｾ provided the
footings have been carried to the relatively stable ｢ ｲ ｯ ｷ ｮ ｾ or
preferably blue 9 clay below the upper silt and disturbed clay
strata 9 and provided that a conservative allowable bearing value
has been used along with a careful proportioning of footing sizes
to minimize differential settlement which would otherwise occur in
these plastic and "sticky!t clayso

Some 20 years ago N equipment was developed locally which
would bore a hole a foot in diameter or larger through these clays
to the glacial drift formation 9 and power operation of these flat
augers for doing so has been improved since that timeo These bore
holes are made without benefit of shoring a They may be made up to
several feet in diameter without difficultYo As the plas ic clays
usually contain odd stones and boulders which would normally stop
operations of a conventional ｰ ｯ ｾ ｴ ］ ｨ ｯ ｬ ･ auger 9 it is possible at
times to bring these stones up on the flat type augero Otherwise
the bore hole may be enlarged if necessary with a larger diameter
auger and a workman lowered down the hole to slip a noose around
the boulder and so remove ito This equipment can be used for
boring exploratory unshored holes for soil sampling and for taking
undisturbed ｳ ｡ ｭ ｰ ｬ ･ ｳ ｾ for boring unshored holes to hardpan for cast
in=place piles or piers!, the latter being uniform in bore or else
manualry belled out at their base up to twice the bore diameter;
and for boring unshored holes to hardpan for underpinning foundations o

In the latter case 9 universal joints are used to connect sections
of the operatinp line in order to place the holesl' if ､ ･ ｳ ｩ ｲ ･ ､ ｾ

staggered or al"ng the centre line of the foundation wallo This
equipment 9 ther fore 9 is universal in performance and is both simple
in operation and economical in costo
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Mention was made of a problem which somet imes de vel c.pa
when boring operations penetrate through a thin stratum of ｣ ｬ ｡ ｹ ･ ｹ ｾ

silty-sand overlying the hardpan where water under pressure below
this stratum may rise quickly to a considerable height in the hole.
A small brick apartment block near the Assiniboine River was
underpinned in 1937 and these conditions were .encountered. A short
bullet-nosed wooden plug was dri van through this stratum" and the
remainder of the hole then filled with concrete. No visible signs
of m vement have since appeared.

Short cast-in-place piles g bored 12 or more feet from the
ground surface into stable brown clay and then spread or reamed at
the base by means of a special type of auger are used.

Caution is necessary in the indiscriminate use of portland
cement for concrete for foundation work in the general Winnipeg
area. Sometimes sulphate or "alkali" is found in sufficient concen
trations to d1sintegrate ordinary concrete in & relatively short timeo
Kalicrete ｣ ｾ ｭ ･ ｮ ｴ has been developed in Canada for such areas of high
srlphabe concentration and its use is recommended.

A number of pictures of foundation investigations and of
soil sampling oporations which have been carried out during the past
year at various points in Manitoba were shown and described.

Discussion

Dean Hardy remarked that the matrix in boulder clay is a
silt and is a distinct deposit which, when saturated g is unsuitable
as a foundation material. Dean Macdonald said that in the Winnipeg
area the till did not constitute a ridge but rather a definite till
p:aino

In discussing the use of alkali-resistant concrete,
Dean Macdonald mentioned that the testing laboratories had taken
soil samples to determine the extent of alkali. The location of
alkali was found to be somewhat "spotty" but for safety's sake
Kalicrete was specified as a ｧ･ｮ･ｲｾｬ rule.
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Section 10

Foundation Investigation in Winnipeg Following the
1950 Red River Flood

by

Ao Baracos

During the Soil Mechanics Conference held by the Associate
Committee on Soil and Snow Mechanics in 1950, the author reported
en a preliminary investigation of the effects of the 1950 Red River
Flood on foundations in Winnipeg (1)0 At that time it was apparent
that a large part of the damage had occurred, during and immediately
after the flood g to inadequately designed and poorly constructed
;hallow foundations. In certain areas soil swelling had occurred
during the inundation and had caused additional damage due to
differenti al movements 0 The occurrence of the se movement S,l and the
knOWledge that soil moisture changes had previously caused damage
to foundations in ｗ ｩ ｮ ｮ ｩ ｰ ･ ｧ ｾ prompted further study.

Soil Conditions, Flood Information

ariefly, the soils in the Red River Valley are silts and
clays some 40 to 50 feet deepg deposited in the bed of the former
glacial Lake Agassiz. The material is highly stratified and the
clays have given considerable foundation trouble, shrinking exces
sively during dry years and swellhlg when the soil moisture has
ｩ ｾ ｣ ｲ ･ ｡ ｳ ･ ､ ｯ A number of detailBd reports have appeared on foundation
diff1culties in Winnipeg (2, 39 4, 5).

(1) Baracos ll Ao Soil Mechanic' and the Winnipeg Flood p Proceedings
of 1950 Soil Mechanics Conference, Associate Committee on Soil
and Snow Mechanics ll Technical Memorandum No. 19, National Research
Cluncil p Ottawa.

(2) Riddell g WoF. "Foundation Conditions in Winnipeg and Immediate
Vicinity" II ?rcceedings of 1949 Civilian Soil Mechanics Conference ll

Associate ｃ ｯ ｾ ｩ ｴ ｴ ･ ･ on Soil and Snow Mechanics, Technical Memoran
dum 1.0. 17, National Research Oounc i L, Ottawa.

(3) Macdonald, A.E o "'Report of the Winnipeg Br-anch of the Engineering
Institute of iJanada Commit;ee on Poundat Lona'", The Engineering
Journal jI i{ovember jI 1937"

(4) Fosne s s , Ao W" "Foundations:n the Winnipeg Are a" jI The Engineering
Journaljl December, 19260

(5) Allaire, Ao "The Failure and Righting of a Million-bushel Grain
Elevator", Transaction,'!l of the American Society of Civil Engineers,
Vol o BOjl December, 1916.
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Only a brief mention of some of the factors causing the
flood are within the scope of this paper. These were heavy rainfaV
during the summer and fall of Ｑ Ｙ Ｔ Ｙ ｾ continued and severe frost prior
to the snowfall p and the late and sudden spring thaw accompanied by
heavy rains. These not only contributed to the flood but also
caused a general increase of soil moisture in non-flooded areas.

Early in April of Ｑ Ｙ Ｕ Ｐ ｾ the level of the Red River in
North Dakota and parts of Minne sota began to rise and by mid-April
the river was flooding Villages and cutting communications. Flood
warnings were issued in Winnipeg on April 11 and by April 20 the
flood stage had been reached. Records kept by the City of Winnipeg
Engineering Department show that for 51 days the river remained
above flood level p and at the peak of the flood was 12.9 feet above
this 1- vel.

Approximately 8 p 200 houses were directly affected by the
flood waters in Greater Winnipeg. Backing of sewers also brought
water into many basements in non-flooded areas.

Investigation Procedure

Investigation procedure and results of the early post
flood period were reported at the 1950 Conference. Since moisture
changes and accompanying soil volume changes were known often to
be slow ｰ ｲ ｯ ｣ ･ ｳ ｳ ･ ｳ ｾ it was decided to continue the investigation
over a longer period of time. The objects of the prolonged study
were·

(1) To determine if movements took place in 25 buildings
selected in both flooaed and non-flooded areas during a
period of 15 months after the flood. Both damaged and
undamaged buildings were selected;

(2) to ､ ･ ｴ ･ ｲ ｾ ｩ ｮ ･ ｾ if p09sible p why soil swelling took place
almost immediately during and following inundation;

(3) to determine why soil swelling had occurred more in some
areas than in others. A program of test holes with
visual soil classification was carried out;

(4) to study soil moisture variations in different areas of
Greater Winnipeg. Test hole s were au&ered pe"'iodically
in 9 different locations during the IS-month post-flood
period and soil moistures determined.

Results of the Investigation

Periodic visits to the 25 buildings selected for study
showed that p in ger.eral p a slight subsidence occurred where swelling
had previously taken place. A notable exception was a large gymna
sium where additional swelling took place. An increase in the
moisture content of the supporting clay was found and may have been
caused by new construction in the area.
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Examination of clays under foundations and basement floors
that were removed following damage due to soil swelling in all cases
revealed very high moisture contents. Soils near weeping-tile drains
were especially wet and soft. These drains provided a path for
moist re to the soil when water backed into them during the flood.
Clays taken into the laboratory and dried were found to crack and
laminate extensively. Rapid penetraticn of water into such clays
may be explained by the presence of shrinkage cracks and laminations
which were reported in earlier reports to be present as a result of
dry years. Once swelling occurred and sealed the cracks, moisture
removal would be a slow process p depending on the permeability of
the material p which explains the slow settlement of the heaved
ar-e as ,

Test holes showed that large portions of the flooded
areas were fluvial sands and s11tso This was contrary to the
previous information that the entire area consisted of the highly
plastic clay and silt deposits of Lake Agassi7. Changes in the
course of the Red River ｨ ｡ ､ ｾ over a great period of time» removed
the clays and deposited coarser grained fluvia: material in the
river bedo Thus» lOW-lying areas were formed of better foundation
mate r-La l , bu: because of their lower e Le vatd on were more susceptible
to floodingo The nature of the improved foundation conditions can
be appreciated when the liquid limits and plasticlty indices of
typical Winnipeg clays and material from the low-lying areas are
comparedo Typical Winnipeg clays may have liqui1 limits as high as
120 per cent and plasticity indices as high as 80 per cent. In the
10\o1=ly1ng areas liquid limits of 35 to 55 per cent and plasticity
indices as low as 10 per cent were found.

The fortunate occurrence of the coarser fluvial deposits
in the low=lying areas resulted in far less foundation damage than
would ｯ ｴ ｾ ･ ｲ ｷ ｩ ｳ ･ have resultedo Swelling was limited to areas where
the typical Winnipeg clays were inundated or their moisture content
increased from the wet weather that preceded the flood.

Soil moisture contents decreased rapidly f(l:owing the
flood in the sand and silts ｌ ｾ the low=lying areas. General but
much slower decrease occurred in the clays to a depth of about 10
to 12 feet. Seasonal fluctuations caused some increases followed
by de c.r-e ase s , The moisture content of the clay under- the footings
of the gymnasium mentioned previously were found to be exceptions.
Moisture increases in this location were found to coincide with
enlarged crack in the walls of the structure.

Conclusion

Most flooded buildings were repaired during the year
arter the flood. In general» substandard foundations damaged by
the flood were replaced using better construction techniques.
Observation of flooded buildings and soil moisture ｴ ･ ｾ ｴ ｳ ｾ for a
period of 15 months following the flood» indicate that no further
damage from the 1950 flood is to be expected. What would have
happened if more ot the clay areas had been flooded is a matter
of conjecture o From the examples of heave found in flooded clay
areas)) it is likely tha: foundation damage would have been far
more extensive.
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Section 11

Resistivity Methods of Soil Exploration

by

S. R. Sinclair

The term "resistivity" applies to one of the electrical
methods of subsurface exploration which are included in the general
category of "indirect". A method is termed indirect when soil
samples are not obtained and positive identification of the strata
requires correlation with the results of other methods of exploration.
Thus resistivity is in the same class of exploration as "probing"
or "sounding".

Field Methods

There are several resistivity field methods which may be
used. One will be described. Four electrodes are driven into the
ground in a straight line and at equal spacing. An electrical field
is produced in the ground by means of the two "outer" or "current"
electrodes. By measuring this current and the potential drop
between the two ttintermediate" or "potential" electrodes, the
apparent resistivity of the soil to a depth approximately equal to
the spacing of the electrodes can be computed.

In order to obtain a "depth profile", the centre point of
the set-up is kept stationary as the spacing of the electrodes is
varied. The usual procedure in Alberta has been to start at a
spacing of 2 feet and expand the ele:trodes in 2- or 4-foot increments
to a maximum spacing of about 80 feet.

Computations and Plotting

The theoretical analysis is based on the assumption that
the current flow may be shown by the use of a flow net. The electri
cal resistance of the ground is computed in units of ohm centimetres
or ohm feet.

Test results must be shown graphically. The most useful
type of plot is one on arithmetic paper with cumulative resistivity
as ordinate and spacing equal to depth as abscissa. The resultant
curve is a series of straight lines with different slopes. A change
in slope indicates a change in soil type or at least a change in
electrical resistance at that depth.

Practical Application

The resistivity method has been used in Alberta with a
considerable degree of success. The most reliable application is
its use to determine the location of the boundary between two
materials of vastly different resistance, e.g. clay and bedrock»
or clay and gravel. The extent of gravel pits has been accurately
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determined by working radially outward from an existing pit of known
quality.

Because it is indirect, the resistivity method of soil
exploration is only reliable when used as a supplement to drilling
and sampling. However, the practice in Alberta has shown it to be
extremely helpful when used in this manner.

Discussion

Mr. Legget mentioned that work by resistivity methods had
been done in Eastern Canada by various geophysicists. He said that
a good source of information on this type of soil exploration could
be found in the record of the recent American Society for Testing
Materials symposium on soil reconnaissance.

Dean Hardy said that there was considerable literature
available on resistivity methods, notably that issued by the U98.

Bureau of Public Roads and the U.8. Corps of Engineers. He said
that resistivity methods for subsurface soil exploration have
possibilities for foundation work in C81ada which have largely been
ignored. He considered that sometimes the results of resistivity
testing were as accurate as the record obtained from bore holes
and the cost was not exorbitant.
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Section 12

Soil Description, Classification, and Symbols

Discussion led by R. Peterson

Mr. Peterson remarked that soil classification, soil
description, and soil symbols had been discussed at previous Soil
Mechanics Conferences. He suggested that Canadians as a body should
endorse some established system in these three procedures. According
ly he thought that the following should be standardized for Canadian
work: a broad system of soil classification, a system of soil
description, and graphical soil symbols.

As a start, he mentioned the memorandum by F.L. Peckover
on the standardization of soil symbols issued in 1950 and recom
mended that the meetic.g should agree on the four basic soil symbols
then proposed. ｾ ｵ ｣ Ｎ an agreement would leave anyone free to make
additions for hi· own special purposes if necessary, while retaining
a standard framework.

Mr. Schriever thought that the Canadian group should
certainly recommend a system of soil symbols. These could be used
for all small jobs and enlarged as required for large undertakings.

Mr. Baracos said that he had tried using the proposed
symbols and had found combinations of them cumbersome. He thought
that the four basic symbols outlined in the report should be adopted
as Mro Peterson had suggested. Mr. Peckover agreed with this
suggestion. He said tha from the comments he had received on these
proposed symbols, it was e ident that the four basic patterns were
in general satisfactory, but there was wide disagreement apart from
this.

Regarding the adoption of the four basic soil symbols,
Mr. Peterson said that if these were adopted in Canada, other coun
tries might follow suit. Dean Hardy said th::t he did not object
to their adoption but pointed out that their usefulness would vary
depending on the person for whom ths work was intended. If it was
for a person with no experience in soils, symbol would be of no
use in themselves and in a report the description of the soil would
have to be written out in full. If, however, a soil mechanics
organization was concerned ｾ ｨ ･ ｮ the symbols could be used to
advantage. Mr. Lea was of:he opinion that in such a case a poor
'tandard was better than nor e , He said that his Company used a
standard for the description of seils and found it extremely
.elpful.
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In the course of the discussion, many alternatives were
proposed. Among these were the use of a legend with a numbering
system, and the use of colours with a legend. Finally, it was
proposed by Mr. Peckover and seconded by Dean Macdonald that "the
Canadian Soil Mechanics Group tentatively adopt the four basic
soil symbols proposed in the 1950 report for use when desirable,
with the proviso that they be used only as a supplement to a full
written description of the soils; and, after a year's trial, that
these symbols be considered again and comments received on their
acceptability". After further discussion, the motion was carried
34 to 3.

The next subject considered was methods of soil classifi-
cation.

Mr. Peterson suggested that the proposals put forward
last year by Mr. Lea regarding soil descriptive terms should be
accepted in principle.

Mr. Graves said that it had been suggested at last
year's meeting that Mr. Peckover submit Mr. Lea's paper to
American authorities and wished to know the results. Mr. Peckover
reported that these suggestions had been submitted to the organizer
of the recent symposium on soil description and classification of
the American Society for Testing Materials but they had been too
late for publication. He had been told that Mr. Lea's suggestions
would be submitted to the proper American Society for Testing
Materials Subcommittee at the earliest opportunity, but no further
word had been received.

Mr. Peterson said that it had been hoped that the
American Society for ｔ ･ ｳ ｴ ｩ ｾ Materials would give guidance on these
matters but this did not seem to be forthcoming.

Mr. Knight suggested that, as the matter was a controver
sial one, it Should be considered by a Committee composed of
members of interested organizations, who would present their findings
at next year's Conference. A suggestion was made that this question
might be discussed b the regional groups but it was the general
view of those present that the setting up of a committee would be
the wiser course.

Mr. Torchinsky ｷ ｡ ｾ of the opinion that such a step would
mean the needless loss of time. He thought it would be better to
tentatively adopt a standard, try it for a year and then decide
whether it was a desirable action. He put this in the form of a
motion suggesting that "the Canadian Soil Mechanics Group should
tentatively adopt the Casagrande system of soil identification as
originally published in 1947 until next year's Conference and at
that time decide on its general acceptability". Mr. Sinclair
seconded this proposal.
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Hr. Legget thought that serious consideration should be
given to the uses of the words "classification" and "identification"
when used concerning soil. He was strongly against the use of
"classification" as, in the strict sense, soils were not being
classified but rather identified. He suggested, therefore, that
"identification" should be the term used in Canada. He also
thought that Mr. Torchinsky's idea was a good one and that, if,
after a year's trial, it was agreed that the Canadian group wished
to adopt this as a standard, the Canadian Standards Association
should be notified.

Those present voted on Mr. Torchinsky's motion and it
was carried.
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Section 13

The Neutron Moisture Meter

by

B. B. Torchinsky

During the summer of 1951 a con iderable amount of field
work was done with the neutron moisture and density meter at the
University of Saskatchewan.

The work on this meter was 0 iginally begun in the fall
of 1950, based on suggestions by Dr. J. W. T. Spinks of the
Chemistry Department, University of Saskatchewan. It was first
reported to the National Research Council at their Annual Soil
Mechanics Conference in Ottawa in December 1950.

The principle behind the neutron meter is that fast
neutrons are rapidly slowed down and def ected in a medium containing
hydrogen. A source of fast neutrons sur ounded by a detector foil
(indiuml 15) is placed in the soil. The ast neutrons pass through
the indiUM, affecting it very slightly, and into the soil mass.
On striking the hydrogen nuclei contained in the soil moisture, the
fast neutrons are deflected back as slow neutrons. These slow
ne trons, n striking the indium foil cause it to become radio-active.
Por a fixed exposure time, and for a given strength of neutron source,
the activity of the indium foil, as measured on a Geiger counter,
can be calibrated against moisture conten '.

After considerable experimentat on during last summer,
the source chosen was a radium-beryl11um source, having a strength
of 50 milli uries (about 50 mgo of radium. The standard time of
exposure was chosen to be 10 minutes, and the activity of the foil
was ead at the 11th minute, with a portable count rate-meter
(manufactured by Nuclear Instrument Co., odel 2610) 0

The same Ra-Be source is used f r density determinations,
al though for these, the gamma rays emitted by the source are made
use of in place of the neutrons. The principle on which the densi
ty meter is based is that the number of gamma rays which are absorbed
is dependent on the unit mass of the material into which they are
directed. The Ra-Be source is lowered into the soil, with a
thyrode (detector) tube above it. The thyrode tube is protected
from receiving direct gamma radiations by a lead Shield. Thus,
the only rays which can strike it are those which have passed
through the soil. The thyrode tube is connected to the por·able
count rate-meter, which indicates the rate at which gamma rays
strike the tube. This value can be calibrated against soil density.
All moisture content de erminations are accompanaed by a densI y
determination. This is required because the moisture calibrat on
curve is most conveniently plotted as activity of indium foil vs.
pounds of water per cubic foot of soil. Knowing the number of
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pounds or water per cubic root or ｳ ｯ ｩ Ｑ ｾ and the wet density, the
per cent moisture can easily be computed or picked ofr a simple
chart.

During the aureme r-, a coriatder-abj,e amount of field testing
as done with the neutron me tier-, This voz-k was done with the

co-operation of the PoFoR.Ao D who provided laboratory facilities
and personnel. A series or calibration tests were run at various
ｬ ｯ ｣ ｡ ｴ ｾ ｯ ｮ ｳ around the University campus. These were done in sOlIs
varying from sandy silts to alluvial highly plastic clays. These
tests establishe· definite calibration curves which were aubae »

quent1y used in a series of irrigation tests. In these tests,
several 2=inch di meter holes were drilled in a l2-root square area
to a depth or 10 feet and lined with aluminum casing. The area was
dammed orf so that it could be kept flooded with water. Moisture
co tent determinations were made by oven=drying soil samples taken
during the drilling or the test holesS) and also with the neutron
me r prior to rlooding. These determinations compared within
about 2 to 3 per cent moisture for values of water content varying
from 15 to 40 per cent.

The neutron meter was used at various intervals during
floo ing to detect moisture var ationso It indicated moisture
content increases of from 15 to 32 per cent with the largest vari
ations taking place near the surfaceD as would be expected.

At the conclusion or floodingS) further soil samples were
obtained·by drilling holes close to the original cased holes.
Water content determinations were run on these in the conventional
mannerD and once againD agreement with the neutron meter was round
to exist to within about 2 or 3 per cent water oontento

A second series of field tests were run on the neutron
mete at the site of the proposed South Saskatchewan Damsite» in
Central ｾ ｡ ｳ ｫ ｡ ｴ ｣ ｨ ･ ｷ ｡ ｮ Ｎ This site was chosen eoause the bedrock in
this area is Bearpaw shaleS) a highly compressed» high1 plastio
clay whioh is very uniform and which has been tested carefully and
in considerable detail by the P.FoR.A o

The results obtained in these tests were not as good as
had been previously obtained. Out of 108 moisture determinations»
65 w. re within 2 per oentS) 26 were within 4 per oent and 17 varied
by more than 4 per cent. All values refer to per oent water oontent.
The average water oontents were about 25 to 30 per cent 0 No definite
reason has as yet been established for the laok of g)od oorrelation
in the last series of tests. One possible explanation may be that
some soil types have a hydroxyl ion in their lattice struoture.
The hydrogen nuolei due to this might afrect fast neutrons in the
same way as the hydrogen nuclei from water. This would mean that
certain soil types would require individual calibrations to aocount
for this.
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Another possible use which has been suggested for the
neutron meter is to determine the asphalt content of a bituminous
mix. The hydrocarbons in the asphalt would prOVide hydrogen
nuclei which could activate the instrument in ｾ ｵ ｣ ｨ the same way
as the water content of a soil.

The work on the neutron meter has been done by D. A. Lane
for his thesis requirements for a Master's degree. Dr. Spinks has
kindly provided assistance in theheor"i'l:' B of nuclear physics.
The Soil ｾ ･ ｣ ｨ ｡ ｮ ｩ ｣ ｳ Division of the P.F.R.A. has also assisted
considerably in the field work. The ｷｯｾｫ has been financed by
grants from the Saskatchewan Research Council and the Prairie
Roadbuilde.. s! Section of the Canad an Construction Association.
The above is all gratefuly acknowledged.

Mr. Legget served as Chairman for the remainder of the
meeting.
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Section 14

Genera! Remarks and Business

The Term "Soil"

The Chairman mentioned that ｾ ｲ ｩ ｣ ｵ ｬ ｴ ｵ ｲ ｡ Ｑ ｩ ｳ ｴ ｳ and geologists
took exceptlon to the use of the word "soil" in solI mechanics work.
He had investigated its use out of personal 'interest, and found a
reference in the work ot William Smith, dated 1835, where the term
"soil" had been used in exactly the same sense as engineers use it
to=dayo In view of this precedent, the Chairman felt that engineers
were quite correct in their use of the word. In view of the wide
misunderstanding on the subject, he thought it might be worthwhile
to bring this information to the attention of some publication such
as "Nature". The que stion was discussed briefly and the suggestion
was generally approved.

Mr. Baracos said that geologists used the term "unconsoli
dated material" as engineers use the word "soil", and thought ｴ ｨ Ｌ ｾ t
these two terms should be clarified.

Dr. Prest said that the word "soil", as used by geologists,
includes all the material down to the place where it is still in
the same form as that in Which it waS deposited. This, then, rules

t such materials as silt and gravelo Dr. Prest suggested that
the term "soil' was now so generally used in soil mechanics work
that it would be ureless to try to discard it. He suggested,
ｨ ｯ ｷ ･ ｶ ･ ｲ ｾ that perhaps "soil profile" was a confusing term and that
"so contour" should be substituted in its place. However,
Mr. Davis suggested that "soil profile" was already correctly used
in highway work.

The Chairman thought that this sort of discussion was
worh continuing and might be included i' the agenda of 1",ext year's
Conference.

Pu':"lication of Soil Mechanics Information

The Chairman thought that there was much valuable
information on soil mechsnics given at these meetings that should
have a wider circulation than the proceedings of these meetings
re ived.' He suggested that all keep in mind the channels through
wh,ch such information might be distributed. A note on the work
on ｾ ｨ ･ neutron moisture meter had appeared in the September 1950
issue of the Canadian Journal of Technology and he recommended
ｴ ｨ ｾ ｳ publication as one means of publishing soil me chanics infor
mation. Healso mentioned the British periodical Geotechnique
whi.h is solely devoted to papers on soil mechanics and geology.
ｉ ｴ ｾ high standard of papers made it an excellent outlet for
important contributions to soil mechanics literature.
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The Chairman said that four papers on soil mechanics had
been presented at the recent Congress on Building Research held in
Britain and proposed that the A.C.&.S.M. issue these papers as a
technical memorandum. All present thought thisc:as a good suggestion
and wished to receive a copy of this memorandum.

National Building Code

The Chairman said that t-e revision of this document was
being handled by an Associate Committee of the National Research
Council. This Committee guided the work of 10 technical committees,
one for each section of the Code. The Chairman mentioned in
particular the section on design of foundations and asked if everyone
present would like to receive a copy of the draft of this section
and send in their comments. All agreed with this suggestion.

"Building Research in Canada"

The Chairman mentioned this bulletin which is published
by the Division of Building Research. It is designed to present an
up-tO-date picture of building research with p rticular emphasis
on Canadian work. He said that a copy would be sent to anyone
interested and he would be pleased to receive any comments upon it.

Local Soil Records

The Chairman mentioned that the Division of Building Research
would be glad to assist in any way possible in the assembly of soil
boring nformation in any area of Canada. The Ottawa Soil Mechanics
Group h d already initiated such a project in the Ottawa area. The
Chairman hoped that such work would be resumed in Winnipeg and mentioned
the work done by Dr. Prest in the Montreal dist'ict. He said that
:financial assistance would be available from the Coun-il through the
ａ ｯ ｃ ｾ ｓ Ｎ ｓ ｯ ｍ ｯ for the collection of such records as it was felt that
this work would fill a definite need in l"tany pavta of Canada. These
records were intended to include only boring and test pit logs and
not physical properties of the soils.

Activities of Regional Soil Mechanics Groups

10 Toronto Group

Mr. D. R. Kempton, Chairman of t,::B Toronto group for the
current year, stated that three meetings had been held since the last
Canadian Conference. In January, 1951, a talk was given by members
of the Hydro-El ctric Power Commission on field investigations, deep
sampling, load testing and design. Mr. L. J. Chspman spoke at the
February meeting on his development of a physiog;taphical map of
Ontario. In the fall, motion pictures wre shown on the subjects
of "Highway Soil Engineering", "How Tree Roots Can Damage Buildings",
and "Building -n Shrinkable Clays". These pictures were borrowed
from the Division of Building Rsearch.
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Mr. Kempt6n said that so far plans for 1952 included a
meeting in January on grouting, one in February on frost heave of
highways and small footings g and one in March on the data obtained
from loading tests conducted by the Ontario Department of Highways.

2. Montreal Gr,up

Mr. No D. Leap Chairman of this group, said that Professor
Hurtubise i Chairman d.J.r:ng the past yearg '"ras sorry that he was
unable to attend this Conferenceo

Mr. Lea reported that two meetings had been held since
the 4th Canadian Soil Mechanics Conference. In February, 1951, a
joint meeting with the Civil Engine ering Section of the Montre al
Branch of the Eng1neering Institute of Canada was held on the
techniques of field measurements. A fall meeting had discussed
field permeability tests.

Two meetings were planned for the spring seaS0n. The
first would be a discussion on th:; correlation of vane test
results and laboratory tests. The other meeting ｷ ｯ ｾ ｲ ｬ ､ hear a talk
on the geology of Pleistocene deposits on the Island of Montreal
by Dr. Vo Ko Prest.

3. Ottawa Group

The Chairman of this group, Mr. Peckover, B&id that
interest in group activities was increasing and average attendance
at meetings had been about 25 persons.

During the past year, four meetings and tWQ field trips
were arranged. In January, Mr. Panter of the Ontario Department
or Highways spoke on air photo interpretation as applied to the
recognition of soil and rock typeso In March, Mr. Knight had
addressed the group on soil stabilization in highw.y p,actice.
At the third meeting in Aprilj/ a symposium on the geology and soils
of the Ottawa area was presented with four ｳ ｰ ･ ｡ ｫ ｾ ｲ ｳ dealing separately
with rock geology, pedologyp physiography and engineering soil
aspects of the areao

During the fall p the group visited Uplands Airport to see
heavy compaction of granular ｭ ｡ ｾ Ｇ ･ ｲ ｩ ｡ ｬ ｳ and construction of concrete
prons and asphalt runways. Construction of a new ci,:,llector sewer

was also visited; rock and compressed air tunnelling methods were
seen o

In December the most recent meeting was held to discuss
the plans for the new seasono In partiCUlar, a suggestion of
Mr. McRostie' s that the group undertake to collect local soil

oring and excavation r-eccr-da, was discussed and a sub-group set
up to work on this pro je c t , Mro Peckover said tha there was some
enthusiasm on this subject and hoped that good proress could be
reported at the next Canadian Conference.
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Minute Books for Regional Groups

On behalf of the AoCoSoSoM., Mro Legget presented bound
minute books to the chairman of each of the active regional groupso
He hoped that these would serve to keep a complete history of each
groupo

Funds for Regional Groups

Mro Keiller asked about the possibili'y of obtaining
copies of papers presented at regional meetingso The Chairman
replied that the question of reproducing such papers had been
discussed during the past year p and the AoC.S.S.M. had suggested
that limited funds be made available to each regional group to
reproduce worth while papers or expend as they otherwise saw fit.
If such papers were reproduced p it was hoped that they would be
distributed to all Canadian members of the IoS.SoM.FoE. Mr. Keiller
suggested that the Toronto paper on frost heaving be duplicated and
Mr. Peterson suggested that the presentation to the Montreal group
on penetration methods also be distributed.

Activities of International Society of Soil Mechanics and Foundation
Engineering

At the Chairmanvs request, Mr. Peckover, secretary of the
Canadian Section, reported on Society matters of general interest
of the past ye ar-,

Response to the request to members to submit a report on
their work in soil mechanics during the year was gratifying, and
about 80 per ent of the members and thai r -rganizations responded.
These reports were compiled to make up the annual report from Canada
to the Society (Technical Memorandum Noo 22 of the Associate Commit
tee on Soil an Snow Mechanics). Copies ｷ ｩ ｾ ｬ be sent on request to
any who have :10t yet received them.

Oth;r member countries of the International Society also
submit annuak v-c por-t.s , in numbers sufficient to supply each member
country with tw' copies of each report. In Canada at the present
time, one copy i ept on file and the other circulated to anyone
interestedo The names of those present who wished to review these
reports were obt in d.

Mr. Pe ko,er said that it was felt that by no means all
of those actively interested in soil mechanics were enrolled as
members of the Can dian Section of the Societyo Accordingly, a
canvass for more mem ers would be made in the near future, so that
the Society mailing 1st in Canada would ',e more complete and serve
more efficiently t : spread information of general interest. All
those who were not members and wished to be informed of publications,
and events such as the annual Soil Mechanics Conferences, were urged
to join. No membe rehtp fee s are involved at the pre sent time.
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Plans for the Third International Conference on Soil
Mechanics and Foundation hngineering are now definitely going ahead
ror August 1953 1n ｾｷｩｴｺ･ｲｬ｡ｮ､Ｎ Excerpts from Bulletin No.1,
published by the Swiss committee in charge of arrangements, are
included in this report as Appendix B. To these have been added
information on the cost of travelling to and staying in Switzerland.

In closing, Mr. Peckover hoped that all who wished to
attend g submit papers to, or order proceedings of the Conference
would indicate their plans as soon as possible.

The Chairman asked that everyone consider seriously the
possibility of submitting a paper for presentation at this important
international gathering.

Next Canadian Soil Mechanics Conference

The Chairman thanked the Subcommittee on Soil Mechanics
of the A.C.S.S.M. for arranging this Conference. He thought that
perhaps every third year this meeting should be held elsewhere than
in Ottawa and asked for opinions on this point. Mr. Knight thought
that all Canadian conferences on soil mechanics should be held in
Ottawa. Dean Macdonald said that he too thought that Ottawa was
an excellent meeting place. However, if it was decided to hold the
next meeting away from Ottawa, he suggested that it might be held
in Winnipeg.

The Chairman thanked Dean Macdonald for this invitation.
He said that at the present time all that could be said was that
there would definitely be a Sixth Conference on Soil Mechanics in
ｃ ｡ ｮ ｡ ､ ｡ ｾ its place and time being left to the Subcommittee on Soil
Mechanics.

ConclUding Remarks

In conclusion g Mr. Legget said it had been a pleasure
to meet with all those assembled. He thanked them for coming and
for making the Fifth Annual Canadian Soil Mechanics Conference
such a success.
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List of Those Present at the Fifth
Annual Canadian Soil Mechanics Conference

British Columbia

C.F. Ripley, Ripley and Associates, Vancouver.

Alberta

R.M. Hardy, Dean of Engineering, University of Alberta,
Edmonton.

S.R. Sinclair, University of Albeta, Edmonton.

Saskatchewan

B.B. Torchinsky, University of Saskatchewan,
Saskatoon.

R Peterson, PoF.R.A., Saskatoon.

Manitoba

A.E. Macdonald, University of Manitoba, Winnipeg.

A. Baracos, University of Manitoba, Winnipeg.

Ontario

L,Ho Bartlett, Department of Public Works, Ottawa.

G. Bird, Directorate of Works & Accommodation
Department of National Defence, Ottawao

W.R. Binks, Department of Resources & Development,
Ottawa.

N. Burren, Department of Transport, Ottawa.

L.D o Boucher, Department of Public Works, Ottawa.

F.C. Brownridge, Ontario Department of Highwa S,
Toronto.

J,W. Carmicrael, Department of Public Works,
Ottawa.

J.P Collins, Department of Public Works, Ottawa.

B G. Craig, Geological ｾ ｵ ｲ ｶ ･ ｹ of Canada, Ottawa.
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Ontario (Continued)

B.F. Cummings, Department of Public Works, Ottawa.

R.L. Egar, Department of Transport, Ottawa.

J.A. Elson, Geological Survey of Canada, Ottawa.

M.M. Davis, Ontario Department of Highways, Toronto.

E. Dumont, Department of Public Works, Ottawa.

E.L. Fowler, Department of Public Works, Ottawa.

H.MoG. Garden, Department of Transport, Ottawa.

EoV. Gilbert, Department of Public Works, Ottawa.

A.H. Graves, Department of Public Works, Ottawa.

T.A. Harwood, Defence Research Board, Dep rtment ot
National Defence, Ottawa.

I.W. Halpern, Directorate of Works & Accommodation
Department of National Defence, Ottawa.

T. Hib1ing-Keiller, A.M.C.!R.C.A.F., Beave Barracks,
Ottawa.

O.L. Hughes, Geological Survey ot Canada, Ottawa.

R.M. Johnson, Canada Cement Co., Ottawa.

w. Kalbfleisch, ｾ ｰ ｡ ｲ ｴ ｭ ･ ｮ ｴ 0 Agriculture, Ottawa.

D.R o Kempton, Hydro-Electric Power Commission ot
Ontario, Toronto 0

J.A. Knight p Brunner MOnd Canada Ltd., Toronto.

J.R. Kohl', National Research Council, Ottawa.

A. Leahey, Department of AgriCUlture, Ottawa.

H.A. Lee, Geological burvey of Canada, Ott waG

R.W. Longley, Meteorological Service, Toronto.

D. McIntyre, Department of Transport, Ottawa.

J.L .. MacKean, Department of Public Works, Ottawa.

J.S. MacMillan, Department of Public WorkS, Ottawa.

GoC. McRostie, Consulting Engineer, 193 Sparks St.,
Ottawa.
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Ontario (Continued)

H.C. Nixon, A.M.T.S. Branch (D.C.E.D.), R.C.A.F.
Victoria Island, Ottawa.

E.B. Owen, Geological burvey of Canada, Ottawa.

T. Pascoe, Defence Research Board, Department of
National Defence, Ottawa.

J.D. Paterson, Department of Public Works, Ottawa.

T.M. Podolsky, Geological Survey of Canada, Ottawa.

E.I.K. Pollitt, Geological Survey of Canada, Ottawa.

V.K. Prest, Geological Survey of Canada, Ottawa.

N.W. Radforth, McMaster University, Hamilton.

"J.W. Reece, Department of Public Works, Ottawa.

R.P. Rowe, Department of Public Works, Ottawa.

R. Scott, Department of Transport, Ottawa.

D.W. Silliman, Engineering Department, City of Ottawa,
Ottawa.

D.T. Smith, Department of Transport, Ottawa.

A.M. Stalker, Geological Survey of Canada, Ottawa.

J. Sutherland, Department of Transport, Ottawa.

B.J. Toms (Miss), Defence Research Board, Department
of National Defence, Ottawa.

W.A. Trow, Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario,
Toronto.

E.B. Wilkins, Department of Transport, Ottawa.

Quebec

P.M. Bilodeau, Roads Department. Province of Quebec,
Quebec City.

D.P. Coates, McGill University, Montreal.

F.A. De Lory , Aluminum Co. of Canada, Arvida.

J.M. Fairbairn, Construction Borings Ltd., Montreal.
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Quebec (Continued)

Per Hall, Foundation Coo of Canada Ltd., Montreal.

N.D. Lea, Foundation Co. of Canada Ltd., Montreal.

D. Raclaren, Maclaren-Quebec Power Co., Buckingham.

J.P. Mathys, Franki Compressed Pile Co., Montreal.

W.L. Pugh, Aluminum Co. of Canada Ltd., Montreal.

R. Quintal, Construction ｾ ｯ ｲ ｩ ｮ ｧ ｳ Ltd., Montreal.

New Brunswick

H.W. McFarlane, ｕ ｮ ｩ ｶ ｾ ｲ ｳ ｩ ｴ ｹ of New Brunswick,
Fredericton. .

Nova Scotia

L.W. McCarthy, MoM.R.A., Box 248, Amherst.

Division of Building Research, N.R.C. Ottawa.

R.F. Legget, Director
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APPENDIX B

Third International Conference on Soil Mechanics and
Poundation Engineering

Switzerland 1953

In January, 1951, a poll of all National Committees
conducted by the International Society of Soil Mechanics resulted
in the selection of Switzerland as the meeting place for the Third
International Conference. An organization committee for the
Conference has been formed and is now preparing plans for the
meetings in Zurich and Lausanne and excursions to be held
AUGust 16-26, 1953.

The first two international Conferences were held at
Harvard university, Cambridge, Mass., in 1936 and at Rotterdam
in 1948. The aims of such conferences are to ･ ｮ ｾ ｯ ｵ ｲ ｡ ｧ ･ co-ordination
of research programs and other engineering and scientific endeavours
of the many countries represented, to advance international relations,
and to establish perscnal cont ac t between the members of the dele
gations. Members of the International Society will be the chief
participants. In addition, other engineers active in soil mechanics
or related fields will be welcomed and may register as guest
participants.

The Conference is to open in Zurich August 16, 1953.
During the first five days there will be eight technical sessions,
each on a particular subject, lectures on Swiss problems and visits
to the Soil Mechanics Laboratory of the Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology. A special ladies" ｰ ｲ ｯ ｧ ｲ Ｎ ｾ ｭ will be arranged.

On August 21 a conducted excursion will start taking the
participants through the Alp to Lausanne, visiting on the way
places such as the earth dam of Marmorera, St. Moritz, St. Gotthard,
the arched concrete dam at Grimsel, Interlaken, etc. The closing
session ｷ ｩ ｬ ｾ be in ｌ ｡ ｵ ｳ ｡ ｲ ｾ ･ on August 25 and will include the
presentation of conclusions of the general reporters of the
Conference and a visit to the Soil Mechanics Laboratory of the
University of Lausanne.

For each of the technical sessions a general reporter
will be appointed. His report will briefly review all important
publications and recent developments in his field which have
appeared since the last conference, including the papers submitted
to the 1953 Conference. His report w"".ll be followed by discussion.
The official languages of the Conference are English and French.

Approximate Cost of Travel and Stay in Switzerland

A wide range of trave' and accommodation rates is
available. Therefore the following figures, which are approximate
but believed to be representative, are listed under minimum tourist
and reasonable first-class ｲ ｡ ｴ ･ ｳ ｾ
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Tourist
Travel Montreal-Zurich return

by boat -'400
by air ($600)*

1st Class

i 700
830

* Tourist transatlantic air accommodation
planned by some American airlines with
30 per cent reduction on ordinary rates

Registration at Conference
Hotel (Room, Breakfast, Service)

6 days
Meals - 6 days
Excursion (all included)

$12

fit
6

12
50

00

$12

UL
8

30
o
o

1 dollar is approximately equal to 4.3 Swiss francs.

ｐ ｲ ｯ ｣ ･ ･ ､ ｬ ｮ ｾ ｳ

It has been agreed that the proceedings (f the 1953
Conference will be limited to three volumes, of approximately
the same size as the proceedings of the first and se cond
Conferences. The first two vol urnes will contain the papers
submitted to the Conference together with the eight general
reports and will be mailed out prior to the Conference. The
third volume will contain the records of the Conference,
including the discussions and lectures.

Preliminary application for the proceedings, which will
probably cost around 70 Swiss francs g or $17 Canada funds, may
be sent to the Secretary of the National Committee.

Papers

The number of papers that can be accepted for pUbli
cation in the proceedings is definitely limited, as can be seen
from the reduced numbers of volumes to be published. At the ｳ ｾ ･

time an effort is being made to .i.mpr-cve the quality of the papers
and it is therefore proposed to print only papers which:

(a) are a real contribution to knowledge of the
fundamental properties of soils,

(b) indicate new methods of application of soil
mechanics which have proved ｳ ｡ ｾ ｩ ｳ ｦ ｡ ｣ ｴ ｯ ｲ ｹ in practice i

(c) contain case records and measurements in connection
with a detailed description of the soil and include
comparisons between measurements and calculations.
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All papers must first be submitted to the Secretary of
the National ｏ ｯ ｭ ｭ ｩ ｴ ｴ ･ ｾ Ｎ The National Committee will then recommend
the papers which in their opinion are most suitable for printing
and forward copies of all papers to the Organization Committee. and
the General Reporters.

It is required that all who plan to submit papers should
first submit a summary of not more than 300 words not later than
30th April, 1952. The actual papers will have to be submitted
before 31st Augusto To all those who intend to submit papers,
detailed suggestions as to length and manner of presentation will
be sent ,

In view of the active part which Canadians have taken in
the first two international conferences, and the broad international
interest in the forthcoming meeting, it is hoped that as many
Canadians as possible will participate and that papers from Canada
will form a valuable part of the Proceedings.
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